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Holland City News.
YOL. VII.-NO. 2. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1878. WHOLE NO. 314,
6*
P-
t
®lw S»U«»d (Sitg ftaw.
 wsuklyTbwspapbe,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
suenr, - - mm
OFflCfi: VAN LANDBQ END’S BLOCK.
0. L D0E3BUE&, Editor And Publisher.3 or 8UBSCIirno7i^tt.OO pirn&r 1> Utmoi
JOB 1'KINTINU PBOXCTLY AND M1ATLT DONI.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
month*.
1 Square ...
83 “ . .
% Column ...X ” ...1 '• ...
3 n. 6 N. 1 T.
8 50 500 fi no
6 0» 800 10 no
.8 00
10 001
10 0J I 17 00
17 00 1 25 00
17 00 95 00 40 ou
95 00 40 00 65 00
Yearly adTertlsers have the privilege of three
change*.
BoiineM Carde in City Directory, not over three
line*, f 'LOO per annum,
Notlcee of Blrthe. Marriages, and Deaths pub
llsheii whitout charge for snbi«crlbeie.
An Z before the Subscriber’s name will rtonote
the expiration of the Subscripilou. Two ZX sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
All advertising bills colleciable quarterly.
pi plfe.
Chicago A Xiohigan Lako Shore S. B.
• TbAtf/t Bfact, TuevlayJan. 1, 1878.
Arrive ai L*<m
Traint. Holland, Holland.
Grand Rapids. I 1 15 a. m.
“ • “ 11.55 a.m. f 5.15 “
*• “ ' t 9 85 p.m. 8.80 p.m.
Muskegon, Penlwaler
& Big Rapids. 10 45 a. m. 5.25 a. tn.
“ “ 't 9.25 p.m. 3.35 p.m.
New Buffalo &
Chicago. I 1.05 a.m. 12.15 •* 1
“ “ ' f 5.10 * 11.00 a. m.
“ “ 3 25 p.m. t 9.45 “
“ “ v * < 2.40
* Mixed trtf ns,
t Daily except Sunday and Monday.
t Daily except Satardiur.
I Mondays only.
All other irains daily except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be ran by Chicago
time which la SO minutes later than Columbus
time. . 7tZ\  i
Xloh. Lako Shore Bail Bead.
Taken Effect^ 7w*iay, Jan. 15, 1878.
Odac North.
No. I No. A STATIONS i Going South.NoTa
p. m. pm.
-
No. 1., B*1®- »• “•
8 00 IS 15 Muskegon, 1 00 7 M)
7 25 11 41 Ferrvaburg, S 84 8 40
7 15 11 86 Grand Haven, 8 88 8 56
6 30 11 07 Pigeon, 8 18 0 40
5 85 10 40 Holland, 8 45 11 15
6 07 10 18 Fillmore, 4 15 11 45
8 55 0 80 Allegan, 5 00 1 15
D. P. CLAY. Receiver,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Close connections made at Allegan with G. R. A
I. R. R. and L. 8. A M. S for Plalnwell, Kalaraa-
aoo, Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.
pitted f iwftatij.
Attorneyi.
TTOWARD, D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
IJ. Notary Pnbllc; River street.
AfCBRIDfi, P. H.,‘ Attorney and Counselor at
Ivi Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11
River street. r '.'TV'
QUKHBUttNE, 8. W., Blendon. Mich., Attorney
O at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given to foreclosure of Mortgages and collections.
Oflce In the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
Bulks A Bros. .......... ;
^BN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
A Agent. Office in Kenyon A Van Patten ’a bank
Eighth street.
Basking and Ixohasgs.
t** ANYON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
..fJY. Drafts bought and sold; Eighth atreet.
Barbtrt.
T\R GROOT, L. barber. Hair catting, shaving,
±J ahampooning. hair-dyeing, etc., aonsatreaouBiii|n*juiug. uu u ctu i u ua i ea
aooablo rates. Barber shop next door to the CityHotel. 14-ly
•1 i
Bosti aad Shoes.
TTEROLD, B.. Manufacturer of and dealer in
^Bwota ®nd Shoes, Leather, Findings, etc.,
Dentist.
i^lEE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residence and of-
flee on Eighth street, opposite. VaaRaalte’a
Bhoe store. ...... i .
IT'DRGUSON, B. R. Dental Surgeon. Performs
1/ all operations appertaining to Dentistry In
the best stylo of the art Office, over E. Hcrold's
Shoe store.
Dregs ui Medicines.
ThOKSBURG. J. O., Dealerln Drugs and Medl-
A-f cines, Paints and 011a, Brushes, Ac. Phy-
mclan’a prescriptions cawfolly put up : Eighth st.
fameries. River street.
PDTTBN, WM., Dealer In Drugs, Mmll,
 clues, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Vam Den Bsro’s Family Medicines; Eighth St.
fursiturs.
Af ever, a. A CO., Dealers in all kinds of Pur-
u«»re, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Prune*, etc.; River street.
- -
Irocerits.
Oiairal Dmitri.
rpK ROLLER, D., Retail Dezler In Dry Gouda,
1 Groceries, etc.; Notary Public and convey-
ancer; office and atore, cor. Mh and Market •treet.
XTAN PUTTEN G., General Dealer*. In Dry
y Good*. Grocer! w, Crockery, Hat* and Cap*,
Floor, Provialon*, etc.; River *t.
Urn? aid 8aD Statin.
1YOONE A ALBERTI, Livery and Sale Stable.
D Office and barn on Market street. Everythingfirat-clae*. *
VIBBELINK,' J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
11 Office of Dally Stage Line to Sangatnck, 9th
atreet, near Market.
Liquor Duleri.
rpKN HAGE, Wm.. Dealer in all kinds of Liquor*,1 Beer, Oidar, Pop, Clgtrt, Sardines, and keep
er of a fine Pool Table, No. 5o Eighth atreet.
Wagmaakiri aad BUokialthi.
rvIJKEMA J. A C. Wagon and Blacksmith
i-/ Shop. Horee-shoelngandall kind* of repair-
ing done. Eighth Street a few door* west of Hlver.
MorcUit Tailort
DOSMAN, J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
U In ready made clothing and Genu’ Furnish
Ing Good*.
Mat Markati.
IJUTKAU A VAN ZOERBN, New Meat Mar-
IJ ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
I/’UITE, J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
IV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
fTAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
v and Smoked Meata and Vegetablei; paper
and twine; 8th street.
KiBofactorln, Mllli, Shops, Ite.
TYEMING, W. II., Mannfactnrer of Plow*. ByU improved machinery (j enabled to sell the
regular Kalamazoo, Plow add warrant them, at
lower pr.ces than any snrronndlng town. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River at.
L| EALD,'R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealerln
LA Agricultural Implements; commtasion agent
for Mowln« Machines- cor. 10th A River street.
nAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietorsin:.0; Kl°"r
ITERBBEK, H. W..A CO., Proprietors ot the
V Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build-
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Hotarr Public!
|_>03T, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurancel Agent, Notary Pohllc and Conveyancer; Col-
lectlona made In Holland and vicinity.
p oosr, John A. Notary Public. Office In Com-
11 ®SaucM Kounu, Van Landegends block,
Eighth street.
IfTALSH, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
o, .?.nd tn8arAneo Agent. Office, CUy Drug
store, oth street.
Phyileia&i
A NNI8,T.E., Physician; residence, Opposite
/a. 8. W. cor. Public Square.
I) E8T. R. B. A L. E., Surgeons and Physicians.
mJ Office at their residence, O verysel, Mich.
T EDEBOER.B. Physician and Surgeon: Office
AJ corner Eleventh and River street opposite
public square. ,
F DEBOER, F, 8., Physician and Surgeon;
JU office at residence, on hi |ghih street, near Chi.
A M. L. 8. K. R. crossing.
\i ORKiS, S. L„ Physician and Surgeon. Office,
iflat resi ence, on Twellth st., and at H. Walsh’s
Drag Store.
CC’HOUTKN’ R A. City Poysiclan. Office at D.O K. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8rh bireet.
PfcAsgrajfcsr.
JJ^IGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer. Gal-
Saddliri.
ITAUPELL, U., Manufacturer of and dealer -.u
w.S4"1®**’ 'rrnnk>» Saddles and Whips;
Eighth st eet. y ’
Tobacco ud Cigars.
npK ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
A Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
W&tchei aad Jsvilrj.
TOSLIN A BKEYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,y and dealers In Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar-
ket and Eighth Street.
X. 0. of 0- F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, bold* Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially Invited.
N. W. Bacok, R. 8. A''V‘L™'N'0'
- ^
F. k A. X.
A Rsodlab Communication ot Unm Lodge,
No. 111. F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hail,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, March
IS, at 7 o’clock, sharp.
David Bkbtsoh, W. M.
O. Brkthan, Sec'it.
fptfial llotiffs.
NOTICE.
The undersigned, Dr. L. E. Best, having
settled in the Hollund colony, offers hin
services as a Physician, Burgeon and Ac
couchcur to the public at large, and
whereas he pays particular attention to
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
City of Holland, on Saturday of each week,
where he can be consulted from 9 a. m.
until 4 p. ra.
L. E. BUST, M. D.
Ovf.rysel Sept 22, 1878.
Out Pavhctis.
i Produce, Etc.
applet,* bushel... . ............ $ 85
BeuuH,«t bushel ................... 1 5o
Butter, f lb ............ ..... ......
Clover seed, ^  lb ..................
Egg". I* dozen. » •* *••• <
Honey, ^  lb.
R»j»
Onions. V bushel ..
ton....
Potatoes, ft bushel ,
Timothy Seed, ft bushel ...........
Wool, y ft .... . ..... ;> . ...... ...
100
86
Wood, Starei, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry ... ........ ..
“ “ grmre ...........
'* beach, dry.; ...........
“ •• green ..........
UemlockBark ....... . ...........
Stave*, pork, white oak, ............
Staves, Tierce, “ .........
Heading bolts, soft wood ..........
Heading bolu, hardwood ........... .
Stave bolla, softwood ....... . .......
Stave bolts, hardwood ..............
Railroad tics ...... . ..................
Shlnglea, A f?ra .............. . ......
Grain, Feed, Eto.
Wheat, white « bushel ....... new
Corn, shelled 6 bushel ............
Oats, ft bushel. ....................
Buckwheat, ft buahel .............
Bran, f ton .......................
FMd'?fc: ..............
• ••*••.$ 2 GO
........ *00
i. . . goo
...... 1 75
$4 00
(($10 00
It 00
. @8 54
. ...... 9 75
....... 995
..... 8 00
...... 10
100
Barley, V 100 lb
Middling, ft 100 lb.
Floor, ft 100 1b.
Pearl Barley, ft 100 lb.. ....... ,T...
Xeati, Etc.
Beef, dressed per lb..' ....... . .....
I @ 100
88
25 @ 8550 60
@16 00
18 00
. . 1 00
1 00
1 15
988
3 00 @ 4 00
forJ’ ............
Lard .............................
Smoked Meat ......................
“ Ham .......................
“ Shouldera ................
Tallow, per lb ......................
Turkeys. “ .................
Cbickeus. dressed per lb ............
Astonishing Success.
It Is the duty of every person who his
used Boschee’s German Syrup to let its
wonderful qualities be known to their
friends in curing consumption, severe
coughs, croup, 'asthma, pneumonia, and
in fact all throat and lung diseases. No
person can use it without immediate re-
lief. Three doses will relieve any case,
and we consider it the duty of all drug-
gists to recommend U jio tho poor dying
consumptive, at least to try one bottle, as
40,000 dozen bottles were sold last year,
and no one case where it failed was re-
»fted. Such a medicine as the Germanfry _ ---------------------
Syrup cannot be tod widely known. Ask
your druggist about it. Sample bottles to
try are sold at iOc. Regular size 75c. For
sale by all druggists. 48-4 m
Special Invitation.
Call at our Drug Store and get a trial
bottle of Dr. King'i Meto Ducorei'y, tree of
charge, if you are suffering with a Cough,
Cold, Asthma, Bronchitis, Consumption,
loss of voice, tickling In the throat,^ any
affection of the Throat or Lungs. This is
the great remedy that is causing so much
excitement by its many wonderful cures,
curing thousands of hopeless cases. Over
one million bottles of Dr. King}t New Die-
eorxry have been used within the last year,
and have given perfect satisfaction in every
instance. We can unhesitatingly suy that
this is really the only sure cure for throat
and lung affections, and can cheerfully
recommend it to all. Call and gel a trial
bottle tree of charge, or a regular size lor
$1.00. Wm. Van Putten, Holland City,
Michigan..
German Syrup.
No other medicine in the world was ever
given such a test of curative qualities as
Boschee’s German Syrup. In three years
two million four hundred thousand small
bottles of this medicine were distributed
free of charge by druggists in this country
to those afflicted with consumption, asthma,
croup, severe coughs, pneumonia and
other diseases of the throat and lungs,
giving the American people undeniable
proof that German Syrup will cure them.
The result has been that druggists in every
town and village in the United States are
recommending it to their customers. Go
to your druggists ana ask what they know
about it. Sample bottles 10c. Regular
size 75c. Three doses will relieve anycase. 48-4m
Subscribe for It.
The most Popular, the Cheapest, and
one of the beat Magazines published in the
World is Frank Leslie’s Popular
Monthly. The March number, now
ready, contains, ns docs every copy of this
publication, over 100 illustrations and 128
quarto pages filled with excellent matter.
The articles on “Celebrated Light Houses,
Ancient and Modern,” by Professor
Charles A. Joy, Ph. D. (17 engravings);
„A Visit to the Chinese Quarter, San
Francisco,” by Mrs. Frank Leslie, (7 en-
gravings); “Victor Emmanuel, First King
of United Italy,” by W. Slaugbton Chase,
(15 engravings); "The Court of the Grand
Monarque,” by Henry Barton Baker (6 en-
gravings), are highly interesting. The
Th« Signifloanoa of a Billion.
by Etta W. Pkrce. There is also a large
Mr. Henry Bessemer writes as follows
to the London Timee:
“It would be curious to know how
many of your readers have brought fully
home to their Inner consciousness (he real
significance of that little word 'billion'
which we have seen of Jate so glibly used
in your columus. There are, indeed few
intellects that can fairly grasp it and
digest it as a whole; and there are, doubt
less, many thousands who cannot appre-
ciate its true worth oven when reduced to
fragment for more easy assimilation. Its
arithmetical symbol is simple and without
much pretension; there are no large fig-
ures— just a modest 1 followed by a dozen
ciphers, and that is all.
"Let us briefly take a glance at it as a
measure of time, distance and weight.
As a measure of time, I would take oue
second as (he unit, and carry myself in
thought through the lapse of ages back to
the first day of the year 1 of our era, re-
membering that in all those years wo have
805 days, and in every day just 80,400 sec-
onds of time. Hence, in returning in
thought back again to this year of grace
1878, one might have supposed that a bill-
ion of seconds had long since elapsed; hut
this is not so. We have not even passed
one-sixttentb of that number in ail these
long eventful years, for it takes' Just 31,-
687 years, 17 days, 22 hours, 45 minutes,
and 5 seconds to constitute a billion of
soconds of time. . . *
“It is no easy matter to bring under the
cognizance of the human eye a billion ob-
ject* of any kind. Let ns Jry in imagina-
tion to arrange this number for inspection,
and for this purpose I would select a
sovereign as a familar object. Let us pat
one on tbe ground and pile upon it as
many as will reach twenty feet in height;
then let us place numbers of iltnilar
columns in close contact, forming a
straight line, and making a sort of wall
twenty feet high, showing only the thin
edges of the coin. Imagine two such
walls running parrallel to each other and
forming, at it were, a long strefel We
must then keep on extending these walls
for miles— nay, hundreds of miles, and
still we shall be far short of the required
number. And it is not until we have ex-
tended our imaginary street to a distance
of 2,886){ miles that we aball have pre-
sented for inspection our one billion ot
coins.
“Or in lieu of this arrangement we may
place them flat upon tha ground, forming
one continuous line like a long golden
chain, with every link in close contact.
But to do this we must puu over laud and
sea, mountain and valley, desert and plain,
crossing the equator, and returning around
tbe southern hciuLphere through the track-
less ocean, retrace our way again across
the equator, then still on and on, nntil we
again arrive at our starting-point; and
when we have thus passed a: golden chain
around the huge bulk of the earth, we
shall be but at the beginning of our task.
We must drag (his imaginary chain no less
than 763 limes round the globe. If we
can further imagine all these rows of links
laid closely side by side and every one in
contact with its neighbor, we shall have
formed a golden band around tbe globe just
52 feet 6 inches wide; and this will represent
our one billion of coins. Such a chain, if
laid in a straight line, would reach a trac-
tion over 18,828,445 miles, the weight or
which, if estimated at one quarter ounce
each sovereign, would be 0,975,447 tons
and would require for their transport no
less than 2,825 ahips, each with a fall
cargo of 8,000 tons. Even then there
would bo a residue of 447 tons represent-
ing 64,081,920 sovereigns.
“For a measure of height let us take a
much smaller unit as our measuring rod.
The thin sheets of pap?r on which these
lines are printed, if laid out flat and firmly
pressed together as In a well-bound book,
would represent a measure of about 1 888<l
of an inch in thickness. Let us see how
high a dense pile formed by a billion of
these thin paper leaves would reach. We
must, in Imagination, pile them vertically
upward, by degrees reaching to the height
of our tallest spires; and passing these,
the pile mast still grow higher, topping
the Alps and the Andes and the highest
peaks of the Himalayas, and shooting np
from thence through the fleqpy clouds,
pass beyond the confines of our attenuated
atmosphere, sod leap up into tbe blue
ether with which the universe is filled,
standing proudly np far beyond tbe reach
of all terrestrial things; still pile on your
thousands and millions of thin leaves, for
we are only beginning to rear tbe mighty
mass. Add millions on millions of sbeetsi
and thousands of miles on these, and still
the number will lack its due amovot.
Let us pause tv look at the neat ploughed
edges of the book before us. Bee ho*
closely lie those thin flakee of paper, bo*
many theie are in the mere width of •
span, and then turn oar eyes in imagina-
tion upward lo our mighty column of ac-
cumulated sheen. It now contains its ap-
pointed number, and our one billion of
sheets of the TVmsi superimposed upon
each other, anil pressed into a compact
mass, has readied an altitude of 47,848
miles I”
Lata Theodora Bocienlt.
The New York Etpreee, gives a abort
sketch of the late Theodore Roosevelt,
‘\wtfrom which *e clip the following: "Mr.
Roosevelt belonged to one of the oldest
families in the city. In founder was a
Dutch ae tiler named Claea Martioese Van
Roosevelt, of Guelderland, a place in Hol-
land so named on account of the abun-
dance of ita rosea. One of his descendanta,
Jacob Roosevelt, bought ten lota in tb*
awamp near “Cripple Boab," In 1728, for
£100, and out tbe atreet now named
“Roosevelt” through it; and he afterward!
bought (be whole of what baa since been
named “tbe Swamp.” Isaac Roosevelt
had an extensive sugsr refinery in Frank-
lin square, where tbe Harpers' establish-
ment now stands, at the outbreak of thn
Revolution; he was a conspicuous patriot,
and served tntbe Continental Congress.
Mr. Theodore Roosevelt's father was n
successful glass merchant in Maiden Lane,
and one of the founders of the Chemical
Bank. At bis death the business waa con-
tinued for a time by his tons. Theodore
was born in 1881. With an ample fortune,
his interest was divided between bualneen
and charity, and he made money in trade
that he might have U to give away. He
took a very active part in relieving the
suffering of soldier* and tbe waffle of their
families during tbe war, and waa one of
the earliest supporters of the Sanitary
Commission. He was one of the chief
founders for the Orthopedic and Dispen-
sary Hospital for the treatment of disease*
of the spine and kindred dheaafe. He
helped organize the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, and the Museum of Natural
Sciences in Central Park. He took an
active interest In tbe Roosevelt Hospital,
founded by another member ot tbe family,
ana bis active support sndsmple contri-
butions have made a number of important
charities successful, ind he was one of the
most interested member* of tbe State Board
of Charities. Hit private gifts were con-
stant and generous, and his sympathies
flowed'in steady stream in support of all
helpful causes." ?
/The Year Without a Summer.
An aged resident of Hartford remembers
tbal tbs winter of 1829 *80 surpassed this
in mildness; farmers ploughed every
month of the season, and no snow fell un-
til February 2. The winter wai followed,
however, by scold, backward spring,
with a snowstorm in May, which killed
the returning swallow*.— [fyrwgfWd He-
publican.
As an offset to the above story one of
tbe old residents of Derby tells ns tbe
year of 1S16 Is what is known as the "year
without* summer.” Old New England
farmers refer to It as “eighteen hundred
and starved to death.” January was mild,
as was also February, with tbe exception
of a few days. The grester part of March
was cold and boisterous. April opened
warm, bat grew colder as it advanced,
ending with snow and Ice, and winter cold.
In May ice formed half an inch thick,
bads and flowers were frozen and corn
waa killed. Frost, ice and snow were
common in Jane. Almost every green
thing was killed, and fruit waa nearly all
destroyed. Snow fell to the depth of three
inches In New York sad Masiaebasetts,
and ten inches In Maine. Jnly was ac-
companied with frost and ice. On the
5tb ice was formed of the thickness of
window glass in New York, New England
and parts of Pennsylvania, and corn was
nearly nil Jeatroycd in certain sections.
In August ice formed half an inch thick.
Com was so frozen that a great deal was
cot down and dried for fodder. Veiy
little -ripened In the New Ebgland and
Middle States. Farmer -were obliged
to pay four to five dollars a bushel for
corn of 1815 for seed for the next spring's
planting. The Aral two weeks of Septem-
ber were mild; the balance of the month
was cold with frost, .and ioe formed a
quarter ^ of an inch
more than usuall -
ice. November
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HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
THE NEWS CONDENSED.
p ‘ THE SILVER DOLLAR.
1*he bill aathorizing the coinage of a stand-
ard silver dollar, and to restore its legal-tender
chancier, passed the United States Senate by
a veto of 48 to ?1. The absentees were 7, of
whon 4 favored the bill and 3 opposed
it, »aaking the foil 1 vote for the
bill 51 and . 24 against it, Of
tho 24 votes against, the bill, 12
were oontriboted by New England, four by New
York and New Jersey, and one each by Dela-
ware, Maryland, South Carolina. Georgia, Mis-
sippl'Oalifornia, Oregon and Michigan. Mews.
Chmtianoy, of Michigan, Sargent, of Cali-
fornia, and Mitchell, of Oregon, are the only
Western Senators whose votes stand recorded
against the measure. Following is the vote in
detail:
raia.
AlUson, ,» Euatis,
Armstrong, Ferry,
Bailey, » ' Garland,Book, Gordon,
Bobth, Grover,Brace, Hereford,
Cameron (Pa.), HoWi,
Cameron (Wia.), Ingalls,
Chaffee, Johnston,
Matthews,
Maxey,
Merrimon,
Morgan,
Ogleaby,
Paddock,
Plumb,
Banlabury,
Saunders,
Spenoer,
Teller,
Thurman,
Vooiheea,
Wallace,
Windom,
Wlthera— 48.
Anthony,
Barnvn, i i
K-
OontUu,
Coctrell, Jonea (Fla.),Cook, Jones (Nev.),
Conover, ; Kellogg,
Davis (Til.). Kirkwood,
Pavla (W. Va.), McOreery,
Dannis. , , McDonald,
Dorse/, ' 1 McMillan,
I f Nava. , i .Dawes, MltcheU,
Edmunds, t! Morrill,
Hamlin, Randolph,Hoar, BolHns,
Keraan, HsiMSnt,Lamar, Wadlelgh,
McPherson, Whyte— 21. :
, The text of the bill is as follows :
' Be it enacm by the Senate and House of Repre-
sen tattoo* <*/ the Unttrd Statu of America, in Con-
grtu assembled, That there shall be coined at the
I several mlntk of the United States silver do’lars
of the weight of 412# grains troy, of standard sil-
ver, aa provided in the act of Jan. 18, 1837, on
which shall be the devices and superscription pro-
vided by said act, which coins, together with all
« silver dollars heretofore coined by the United
States of like weight and fineness, shall be a legal
tender at their nominal valne for all debts and
dues, public and private, except where otherwise
expressed and stipulated in the contract ; and the
fiecrotary of the Treasury ia authorised and direct-
ed tp purchase, from time to time, silver bullion at
the market price thereof, not leas than $2,000,000
worth, per month, nor mbre than $4,000,000 worth
per month, and cause the same to be coined month-
ly, a* fast aa ao purchased, into such dollars, and a
sum sufficient to carry out the foregoing provisions
of this act la hereby appropriated out of any
money In the treasury not otherwise appropri-
ated. And any gain or seigniorage arising from
this coinage shall be accounted for and paid Into
the Treasury aa provided under existing laws rela-
tive to the lubeidary coinage ; provided, that the
amount of money at any one time invested in such
silver bullion, exclusive of such resulting coin, shall
1 not exceed $9,000.006 ; and provided, further, that
nothing in this act shall be construed to authorize
the payment In sliver of certificates of deposit
Issued under the provisions of section 254 of the
Revised Statutes.
8 no. 2. AH acts and parts of acts inconsistent
with the provisions of this act are hereby repealed.
B*C. 3. That immediately after the passage of
this act the President shall Invite the Governments
oflthe countries composing the Latin Union, so
called, and of such other European nations as he
may deem advisable, to Join the United Btatee in
ing a fixity of the relative value between those
metals; such conference to be heldat snch piece
In Europe, or in the United States, at auch time
within six months as may be mutually agreed upon
by the Executives of the Governments joining
in the same, whenever the Governments so Invited,
or any three of them, shall have signified their
willingness to unite Id the same. The President
shall, by and with the ftdvloe and consent of the
Senate, appoint three Commission era, who shall
attend snch conference on behalf of the United
Stated and shall report the doings thereof to the
President, who shall transmit the seme to Congress.
Bald Commissioners shall each receive the sum of
$2,500 and their reasonable expenses, to be ap-
proved by the Secretary of State, and the amount
necessary to pay such compensation snd expenses
is hereby appropriated out of any money in the
treasury not otherwise tppropriated.
Seo. 4. That any holder of the coin authorized
by this act may deposit the same with the Treasurer
or sny Assistant Treasurer of the United States in
sums of not less than $10, and receive therefor cer-
tificates of not leas than $10 each, corresponding
with the denominations of United States notes. Tbs
coin deposited for or representing the certificates
shall be retained in the treasury for the payment of
the same on demand. Bald certificates hall be re-
ceivable for customs, taxes, and all public dues, and
when so received may be reissued.
> The only material change in the bill from
what it was as it passed the House is that, in-
stead of allowing unlimited coinage, and on
private account, the coinage will be on Govern-
ment account, and not to exceed $4,000,00u a
month.
THE EAST.
The old family mansion of Daniel Webster,
at Marshfield, Mass., has been destroyed by
fire.
The steamer Richmond left Philadelphia the
other day with 425 railroad laborers for Brazil.
Notwithstanding the appalling fate of the
Metropolis, her sister ship, the rush of tho
unemployed to ship on the Richmond was tre-
mendous.
A firb in West Twenty-third street, New
York, last week, destroyed $500,000 worth of
property.
The difficulty between Thomas Lord, Ben.,
of New York, and his children, growing out of
the marriage of that gentleman to Mrs. Hicks,
has been amicably settled. The property of
the old gentleman, valued at $2,000,000, ut to
be placed in the hands of a trustee, the chil-
dren each to receive $12,000 a year from the
proceeds, and upon the death of the father
the estate is to be divided equally smong them.
Mrs. Lord surrenders all right of dower to the
estate, and agrees to receive nothing from it
after the death of her husband, should she sur-
vive him. Mrs. Lord possesses a fortune of
over $500,000.
The New York school janitors’ salaries have
been increased from $725 to $825 a year, while
(the salaries of the teschers have been reduced
from $860 to $800.
THE west;
The house of V. Leftridge (colored) near
, Ironton, O., caught fire and was burned to the
gnmnd the other day. Three children, who
j were alone in the house, were consumed in the
flames.
John W. Beavebs wss hanged at Madison,
Ind., Feb. 15, for the murder of J. W. Bewell
John T. Abies was executed at Oarthige, Mo.,
on the same day, for the murder of John Lane,
in April, 1874.
The Minnesota Legislature has passed snd
the Governor has approved a law voting an ap-
propriation of $150,000 for the relief of the
' districts of the State, in-
of seed-wheat for this
in their interest, have been “caught in the
set” A member of the House named Brandt
openly exposed them, declaring that he had
been paid $50 to vote for a certain text-book
contract The exposure caused considerable
excitement at St. Paul, and a legislative inves-
tigation is in progress.
The Lindel! Hotel, the leading hostelry of
St. Louis, has been the scene of a sensational
tragedy. A young man and woman called at
the hotel, registered as John and Maggie Gum-
binger, and engaged a room. The next morn-
ing pistol-shots were heard in the room occu-
pied by the couple, and upon investigation the
shocking discovery was made that the young
man had shot tho girl and then taken his own
l:fe. They were both resident < of the city, and
belonged to respectable families. The'cau*
of the tragedy was the refusal of the girl’s
parents to f auction the marriage of
the young man with their daughter,...
Many portions of California have Just been
visited by rain-storms of unusual vio-
lence. The streams were swollen to an extra-
ordinary degree, and much property was de-
stroyed. . . ,D. J. Galilean, boot and shoe dealer,
Peoria, Hi', has failed. Liabilities, $40,000. ...A
terrible accident oocunred, last week, near Pal-
mya, Mo., resulting in tho death of four men.
A boiler in Shields steam saw mill exploded,
instantly killing three men and scalding a
fourth so badly that he died shortly after.
THE SOUTH.
A hobbible murder was recently perpetrated
near Goldsboro, N. C. James Wormley and his
young wife were bound together by cords and
beaten to death with clubs by two negroes. The
wretches are under arrest
A vibe at Savannah, Ga., last week, burned
a warehouse containing 4,000 bales of cotton.
Loss about $200,000 ..... Fifty- three Repub-
lican members of tho Louisiana Legislature
have signed au appeal asking Executive clem-
ency in behalf of Thomas C. Anderson....
J. Madison Wells is out in an open letter in re-
gard to the Returning Board prosecutions. It
is written in Wells' cnaracteristically vigorous
style, and gives what purports to bo a personal
history of the men prominently en-
gaged in the prosecutions. He
asserts that Maj. - E. A. Burke,
one of the leading witnesses, is a fugitive from
HUuois and a villain ; that the Sheriff and some
of the other witnesses are murderers and vil-
lains ; that Judge Whittaker is & defaulter and
a drunkard : that Attorney General Ogden is
a deacon in the church and a villain ; that
Assistant Prosecutor Egan is a murderer and
a villain ; that Charles Cavarac, a leading
instigator of the prosecution, is a liar, thief
and villain, and that the whole prosecution is
conducted by rebels in the interest of Samuel
J. Tilden.
WASHINGTON.
Ben BuTLEEbas ready a resolution to declare
that the House has lost confidence in the admin-
istration of the Treasury Department. This res-
olution is to be presented upon the passage in
the House of the amended Bland bill, after its
return from the Senate.
The Grand Jury of the District of Columbia
has indicted A. B. Moore, ex-Bupervising Special
Agent of the Treasury Department, for slander-
ing Gen. Boynton, correspondent of the Cincin-
nati Gazette.
Pbesident Hates has positively refused to
remove Gen. Anderson from the office of United
States Collector at the port of New Orleans.
It b announced from Washington that At-
torney General Devons declines to write any
letter In answer to the President's on the
Louisiana subject, giving us a reason therefor
that is unnecessary. He also says that, in his
opinion, the United States could not interfere
in the trials of the Returning Board ; that
Louisiana has a perfect State Government,
and is ju(>t as much entitled to her sovereign
Agents of Eastern school-book publishers,
who have been mousing around the Minnesota
Legislature as lobbyists to secure legislation
power as the State of Massachusetts.
The President has made the following ap-
pointments: Bayard Taylor, Envoy Extraor-
dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to Ger-
many; Jehu Baker, of Illinois, Minister Resi-
dent at Venezuela ; Wm. C. Good loo, of Ken-
tucky, Minister Resident at Belgium; Benja-
min F. Simpson, of Kansas, United States
Marshal for Kansas; Wm. A. Howard, of
Michigan, Governor of Dakota Territory....
The Senate Committee on Territories has de-
cided to report favorably upon the bill for the
creation of the Territory of Lincoln, to be
formed out of portions of tho Territories of
Dakota and Wyoming, so as to include all the
Black Hills country.
Thebe is much opposition among the silver
men in the House to the Silver bill as amended
by the Senate, particularly to the amendment
eliminating the free-coinage feature. It is
generally believed at the capital, however, that
the bill will pass by at least a two-thirds vote.
The President, it is now positively stated,
will veto the bill when it reaches him. His po-
sition is thus stated by a member who con-
versed with him: “He is not opposed to a
silver dollar, nor to a considerable or even
large coinage of silver. He is not particular as
to the size of the dollar, though he thinks a
412^-graw dollar ought to be distinctly subsid-
iary coin with a very limited legal-tender
function. But he is inexorably opposed to
making silver a legal tender for the payment
of the national debt, or for anv past transac-
tions whatever. Almost any bill making it
effective legal tender for future transactions
alone would, it is believed, receive his signa-
ture.”
The Postmaster General estimates that the
revenues of the Department are now suffering
not less than $250,000 per month by the flood
of stamps sold by Postmasters at small coun-
try offices at a discount for nse in cities and
towns. The Postmaster at St. Louis alone
shows his office defrauded of revenue to the
amount of $180,000 per annum in this way.
The House Banking and Currency Commit-
tee have agreed npon Mr. Buckner’s bill pro-
posing to substitute for national bank notes
a new description of treasury notes, which
shall be receivable in payment of customs,
dues, and all claims or demands against the
United States, except obligations made pay-
able in coin by existing laws, and shall be re-
ceivable at par for 4 per cent
bonds. The Complroller of the Currency
made an argument before the committee
against the bill. He contended that its enact-
ment would be an infriogement of vested
rights, and that the Government has no con-
stitutional power to take this action in regard
to national banks while their charters continue
in existence.
GENERAL.
Well-executed $50 counterfeits on the
Third National Bank of Buffalo, N. Y., have
made their appearance.... The people in the
iron districts of Western Pennsylvania and
Eastern Ohio vigorously oppose the new Tariff
bill. .. .The investigation ordered by the Secre-
tary of the Treasury into the circumstances of
the tfreck of the steamer Metropolis proves
what was at first suspected, that the vessel was
rotten and totally mi seaworthy.
A hobbible casualty is reported from Wick-
ham, Queen's county, Canada. A whole fam-
ily, consisting of Daniel Beardon, his wife and
four children, were burned np in their house.
. . . .The death is announced of John F. Tracy,
for many yearn President of the Chicago, Bock
I (•laud aod Pacific railroad.
The wife of Berm Pittman, of Cincinnati,
the well-known phonographer, died recently,
and, in accordance with the wishes of the de-
ceased, as expressed in her will, the remains
were taken to the crematory of Dr. LeMoyne,
at Washington, Pa., and reduced to ashes.
VisiBiii supply of grain in the States and
Canada:- Wheat, 9,691,292 bushels; corn.
6,009,403 bushels; oats, 3,297,716 bushels; rye,
786,026 bushels; barley, 4,184,476 bushels....
Fires: At Waco, Texas, loss $50,000; Chester,
Pa., loss $35,000: Cinciunati, Ohio, loss $30,-
000.
POLITICAL.
At the meeting of the Executive Committee
of the National Democratic Committee, held in
Washington last week, it was unanimously re-
solved to postpone the mooting of the commit-
tee, to be held in the city of Washington, from
the 22d of February to the 22d of May.
The President says that be has net abandoned
his purpose of sending in a civil-service mes-
sage, but that he has concluded to postpone
this for the present The Silver bill, he thinks,
does and will for a considerable Ume occupy
the attention of Congress, so that dvil-servioe
questions will not receive the prompt attention
of Congress on this subject.. ..The President
has nominated Charles McCandless (Pa.),
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court New
Mexico; John 8. Witcher (W. Va.), United
States Marshal for Idaho ; William J. Pollock
(HI.), Superintendent of Indian Affairs for Da-
kota ; Adolph Dombrowsky, Receiver of Public
Moneys at Shasta, Cal.
In the local elections throughout Pennsylvania,
last woek, the Democrats carried Pottetown, Lock
Haven, Allentown, Chester, Oil City, Williams-
port and York. The Republicans carried Nor-
ristown, Easton, Westchester, Lancaster, Leba-
non and Erie. Tho Greebackers carried Shen-
andoah, Bellefonte, Titusville and Scranton.
The Independents carried Bethlehem and
Pottsville. In Philadelphia the Republicans
were successful in a very light vote, 75,000 be-
ing polled out of the full voting strength of
140,000. In the rural districts gains were
about equally divided between Republicans and
Democrats, with a tendency toward the Green-
back party at the expense of both.
New Hampshire is having a quiet political
campaign with little champagne. The election
occurs Tuesday, March 12... .Persons promi-
nently identified with Louisiana politics say
that Gov. Nicholls will pardon the Returning
Board on consideration that the President re-
moves the three that are now holding Federal
offices from those offices, and agree not to ap-
ooint any of the Board to Federal offices in the
State of Louisiana. So reports a New Orleans
telegram.
FOREIGN NEWS.
In the British Parliament, on the 16th mst.,
it was announced by the Ministers that the
English fleet had arrived at Constantinople,
and that dispatches from Gortschakoff had in-
formed the British Government of the Russian
occupation of Constantinople, “merely as a
pacific measure.” The English Ministers pro-
tested against this occupation as unnecessary,
but they had no means wherewith to resist it,
and the Turks appear to been submitted with-
out murmur or protest.... The official organ
of the Austrian Government declares th^t it is
time for the powers to abandon their neutral-
ity; that the Russian occupation of Bulgaria
and the exaggerated extension it is proposed
to give that province, will never be tolerated
by Austria. These declarations are backed by
great apparent activity in military affairs. ... An
Athens dispatch says the news from Thessaly
is grave. There has been fighting near the
frontier. The Greek corps of observation is
almost sure to be drawn mto the struggle....
It is reported from Havana that the Cuban in-
surgents, through their leaders, are suing for
peace, and that an early termination of the
war may be looked npon as one of the certain-
ties.
A Constantinople correspondent telegraphs
Feb. 16: Russia will get her troops ready for a
sudden and rapid movement in overwhelming
force, and then, if England makes the least
hostile move, the Russians will not only enter
Constantinople and the Bosphorus forts,
but will take possession of the forts
on the Dardanelles, thus cutting off the
ns final by the Government, fearing an altera-
tion in the European balance of power, and
trusted that the Congress of Powers would set-
tle matters on a lasting and equitable basis.
Inspired by Stanley’s successes, and peti-
tioned by the Purls Geographical Society, the
Frsaoh Government, through the Minister of
War, has authorized tho Comte de Semelle, an
Algerian officer, to proceed to the survey of
equatorial Africa, from east to west
CONGRESSIONAL PROCEEDINGS.
Wednesday, Feb. 13.— Senate.— The Senate
renewed the diecuuion of the Blznd Silver bill.
Speeches were made by Messrs. Merrimon and
Sannders in fsvor of the bill, nud by Mr. Sargent in
opposition.
IIousk. -The House woke np from tho
usnzl dull routine that baa lately
characterized ito proceedings, and in-
dulged in one of thoae bitter personal con-
troversies that were so common in years gone by.
Hewitt, of New York, and Aiken, of South Garolina,
were the central figures in the affair. The former
arose to a personal explauatlon, and defended him-
self against the charge of slandering the South,
made by Mr. House, of Tennessee, xm Monday. If
there was anything in the language which he had
used which could be construed into any alande ring
of the Representatives of the Southern States, be
would take it back, but he insisted that his motives
were to defend the representatives of the
South from the slander which had been uttered
against their good name by the gentleman from
South Carolina (Aikeu), when he declared that
West Point was an incubus on the country. House
replied to Hewitt, ^ e said he was a man of honor,
and always proud to apologize when he had been
guiUy of a mistake. He was sorry for what he had
said, for be had suppoaed that Hewitt had reflected
upon the South. Aiken then took the floor and ac-
cused Hewitt of garbling his speech. He (Aiken)
was not in favor of selling cut West Point, He
pointed to its long-time Illustrious graduates, be-
ginning with Jeff Davis, Robert E. Lee. Stonewall
Jackson, and other noted Oonerals, snd then passed
to the Union aide. He had fought them and found
them foemen worthy of his steel, hut he had never
met Hewitt there. Then, in his most excited man-
ner, be said, “ West Point never produced an Esau
or a Benedict Arnold— mark my words— never pro-
duced a man wbo bad the Presidency in bis grasp,
and,” sbrieklng in a whirlwind of passion, “sold it,
sold it; do you hear?” Hewitt, trembling with agi-
tation, retorted : * The gentleman insinuates that
somebody sold out the Presidency. No Northern
man sold out the Presidency— the proposition
to sell the Presidency was made to me,
and I contemptuously refaeed it.” (Excite-
ment and shouts of •‘Name," “Name."] Mr.
Ellsworth— I want to know who it was that pro-
posed to the gentleman to sell out the Presidency.
Mr. Hewitt-ff the House desires to have that por-
communicationB of the English fleet.
This possibility is evidently contemplated by
England, for Lord Derby has informed the
Russian Ambassador that any movement
toward Gallipoli would be regarded in En-
gland as compromising the safety of the
fleet adding that he conld not answer for
‘ ht be most serious,
action. If she
things remain as they
are, hostilities between herself and England
may be postponed indefinitely, and even alto-
gether avoided, but if Constantinople of Galli-
poli is occupied England will send an ultima-
tum demanding the withdrawal of the troops.
This will of course be refused, and after some
slight delay for final preparation war will be
declared.
A cable dispatch of the 18th says: “A con-
gress of all the great powers at Baden Baden
has been agreed to, and Prince Gortschakoff
will preside. Russia has oven suggested that
the United States, as one bf the great mari-
time powers, should bo represented, and En-
gland and Austria have acquiesced. The with-
drawal of the British fleet to Mundania bay is
also confirmed. Germany will use her influ-
ence with Russia to obtain a peaceful settle-
ment of the present difflulties. Negotiations
for the final peace settlement are progressing
at Adrianople, and it is expected that the treatv
*.11 be ready for signature in about ten days.
A London dispatch says: “There are still
wide divergencies between Russia and Austria.
Prince Bismarck will complete the reconcilia-
tion at the congress. England must look to
herself. She has interests at stake which she
will certai.ily be called npon to defend. There
is not a statesman on the continent, out-
side those directlv concerned, that does not
admit the chief object of the triple alliance to
bo the annihilation of British influence abroad.”
Berlin enjoyed the sensation of two wed-
dings in the imperial family, on the evening of
Feb. 18. The eldest daughter of the Grown
Prince Frederick William, was married to the
heir of the dnchy of Saxe Meiningen. She
was born Jnly 24, 1860, her mother being the
“Princess Royal" of England, the eldest of
Qneen Victoria’s children, Victoria Adelaide.
The other bride was Elizabeth, daughter of
Prince Frederick Charles (cousin of the Crown
Prince), and her bridegroom is ihe hereditary
Prince of Oldenburg.
The Thessalian insorgents are not inclined
to fall in with the general peace movement
which has been acquiesced in by all the other
powers, great and small. The insnrreotion in
that province is rapidlygrowing more formida-
ble. Greek has met Turk, and the Moslem,
collectively numbering some 6,000, has been
defeated in a desperate battle, with a loss of
600 alone.
The Eastern question was debated in both
the German and Austrian Parliaments last
week. Prince Bismarck stated that he did not
believe in a European war; was in favor of an
early assembliag of the Congress of the
powers; and while tho Government was
willing to act as a mediator, it did not
wish to be considered the arbiter of
Europe. In tho Austrian Chamber, Prince
Auers perg, President of the Council of Minis-
condi lions
ceeded to recount the facte connected with a propo-
sition made to him by Col. Pickett (aa coming from
J. H. Maddox, Special Agent of the Treasury De-
partment) to pay J. Madison Wells, Chairman of
the Returning Board of Louisiana, for giving the
count of tnat State to Mr. Tilden, all of* which was
testified to by Mr. Hewitt before the committee of
the House at the laat session. “And now,” said he,
“ in conclusion, I ask the gentleman from South
Carolina (Aiken) to tell me by whatrighthe turns on
me and accuses me of selling the Presidency?”
Aiken renewed his thrusts at Hewitt, charging that
he had boasted that he would rather sell the Presi-
dency than spill one drop of blood in defense of the
Democratic party. Hewitt denied that he had ever
aid this, and charged South Carolina with being
false and unchlvalroue. Above the din, in a clear,
loud, piercing voice, Patterson, of New York, the
oldest man m the House, nearly 80. said, “ How
pleasant it is to see brothers dwell in unity.” Lut-
trell broke in to intimate to Hewitt and Aiken that
it was but eight miles to Bladensburg, the
noted dueling-ground, aod tne House might
proceed to its business. Hewitt, maddened by
Aiken’s second charge, proceeded to explain
why the filibusters did not succeed. He stated that
he had seen Charles Foster, and told him that there
would be trouble unless the South could be satisfied
that Hayes was honest in hi* policy of local self-
government; that soon after Foster made the
speech in which he declared that the flag should
thenceforth wave over States, not over provlnoer.
and that from that hour he (Hewitt) bad learned
that the South was satisfied. Stating this. Hewitt
strongly intimated the belief that the Southern
Democrats had made a bargain with the friends of
Hsyes that the troops should be withdrawn.
Hewitt had ended his speech only by giving s
challenge to the Louisiana Conservatives and
to the Republican attendants at the Wormley con-
ference. The attempt was made to limit this dis-
cussion, but the Republicans, led by Ben Butler,
shouted, “ This is the beet tiling that oould hap-
pen,” and the hot talk of Finley, of Ohio, the au-
thor of the only resolution to investigate the Presi-
dential count that has been presented, characterized
Wells as “ a hoary-headed old rascal,’' and arraigned
Secretary Sherman and the visiting statesmen for
their telegram of condolence to Anderson, “a con-
victed felon." This, in t^rn, brought Osit-
fleld, Hale, and Ellis to their feet. Each in turn
told the story of the Wormley conference. Foster
Indignantly denied that there was a bargain,
and vehemently asserted that he bad
neither given nor received any promises from any-
body anywhere. Garfield defended the thirty or
forty anti-filibusters among the Southern men, and
raid that if any mortal man anywhere charged these
Southern gentlemen with bargains that man lied.
He defended in a similar way the Northern Repub-
licans, and declared that the troops were withdrawn
as a matter of constitutional duty, and not of pol-
icy; but he did not forget to rebuke the people of
Louisiana for tho manner in which they are treat-
ing the Returning Board. He charged that
the trial was a • malicious persecution.
E. John Ellis, for the South, denied that
there was a bargain, and charged
that whoever said that Louisiana betrayed the
rights of Tilden “ lies in his heart and in his own
false throat.” These words were intended for
Mr. Hewitt, bat were subsequently withdrawn by
Mr. Ellis upon the plea that he misunderstood Mr.
Hewitt. The story of the Wormley conference, as
it was so often told, was repeated by Mr. Ellis, and
it agreed in every particular with the accounts of
Messrs. Foster, John Young Brown and others. ...
This ended the most exciting day of the session,
and the first significant allusions to the subject of
the Presidential count.
Thursday, Feb. 14. —Senate. —The House
resolution declaring It Inexpedient to reduce the
present tax on whisky was concurred In- yeas, 40;
nays, 9.. .Senator Jones, of Nevada, made a two
hours speech in support of the Silver bill, most of
his speech being devoted to an argument showing
that silver has not depreciated in value since its de-
monetization, and against the assertions that the
dollar proposed by the bill Is dishonoring the me-
dium of payment and a depreciated coin, Mr.
Wadleigh spoke against the bill, and in the
coarse of Ms remark* said there had been state-
ments of distress and suffering, but to his mind all
this cry of weeping and wailing was to divert the
attention of the people while they were being robbed
for the benefit of the bloated German empire and
Nevada silver kings.
House.— A communication was received from the
Secretary of the Treasury notifying Congress that
compared with the last fiscal year, and according to
tho present rate of increase there would be a
deficit the present fiscal year of $4,969,219. The
Secretary recommended increased taxation ot
reduced expenditures. After considerable wran-
gling the communication was referred to the
Ways and Means Committee.... The West Poiut
Military Academy bill was passed. ...Mr. Gib-
son, of Louisiana, rising to a question of privi-
lege, said he repudiated the intimation or sus-
picion of any representative of Louisiana having
been engaged In any bargain in regard to
the Presidency which reflected on the honor
of that State. He defended the Returning
Board prosecutions, and said the pro -eedingt
were in accordance with the laws of Louis-
Mr. Hate-Doe* the gentleman sustain
standard must prevail it would be a silver one.
In concluding he referred to the people of the
West and their labors, and said when he re-
flected upon the burdens they bore he wss astonished
at their moderation. After Mr. Ingalls’ speech, and
au explanation by Mr. Lamar of the reasons that
impelled him to vote against the MU, notwithstinu-
Ing the Instructions of his State' Legislature, the
Senate began voting on the various amendment*.
The motion to strike out the free-oolntge feature {
was the first in order. This was adopted by a vote I
of 49 yea* to 22 nays. Mr. Edmunds then submit- 1
ted the following amendment: “But nothing in
this section contained shall be construed to inter-
fere with the coinage of gold aod subsidiary sli-
ver eolns ae now authorized by law.” After a
lengthy dtsouseion this wss rejected— yeas. 23;
nays, 46. The question then recurred on the sec-
ond section of the bill reported by the Committee on
Finance, providing for au international commiMioa
to adopt a common ratio of legal tender as Detween
gold and sUver. After considerable debate, Mr.
Allison modified the amendment by atriklng out
the words “ of legal tender.” so that the con-
ference should be to adopt a common ratio
between gold and sUver without reference to
legal tender. The amendment as modified wag
agreed to— yeaa, 40; nays, 80. Mr. McDonald
submitted an amendment to the clause mak-
ing the silver dollar a legal tender for all
debt* and dues, pubUo and private, except where
otherwise provided by contract, so aa to read, in-
stead of provided by, expressly stipulated in, the
contract. Agreed to— yeas, 87; nays, 35. Mr.
Booth offered the following amendmeut: “That
any holder of coin authorised by thl* act may de-
posit the same with the Treasurer or any Assistant
Treasurer of the United States, In sums not less
than $10, and receive therefor certificates of not less
than $10 each, corresponding with denominstions
of United States notes. The coin deposited
for or representing certificates shall be re-
tained in the treasury for the payment of the
same on demand. Said certificates hall be receiv-
able for customs, taxes and all pubUc dues, and
when so received may be reissued." Adopted— 49
to 14. After a session lasting nearly all night, the
Bland Silver bill, so amended, was passed by a vote
of 48 to 21.
Hocsi.— The House spent the entire day In de-
bating a bill to pay certain Southern mail con-
tractors a claim amounting to $375,900. No action
was taken on the bill.
Monday, Feb. 18. -Senate. —Tho bill to en-
able Indians to become citizens was taken up, and
Mr. Whyte spoke in opposition.... Mr. Bayard
presented the petition of the National Liberal
League, signed by the officers thereof and 10,660
persons residing in every State of the Union, favor-
ing the adoption of an amendment to the
constitution separating church ana state ...
The resolution of Mr. Beck lo have an inquiry into
the legislation eeded to prevent the introduction
of yellow fever into the country was adopted .... Mr.
Cameron, of Pennsylvania, introduced a bill to re-
instate certain officer* of tne United States army.
....The bill for the relief of settiers on public lauds
under the Pre-emption laws was passed.
House.— The Silver bill, as passed by the Senate,
was returned to the House and placea upon the
Speaker’s table. Bills were introdneed and referred*
By Mr. Robertson, a resolution of the Louisiana As-
sembly in favor of the Texas Pacific bill aod tho
Bland Silver bill ; by Mr. Southard, a joint resolu-
tion of the Ohio Legislature declaring Uuited States
bonds psyable, principal and interest, in silver at
th* option of the Government, and declaring
further that President Hayes an<$ Sec-
retary Sherman, in their opposition to the
SUver bill, do not represent the views of the
people of ©hio ; by Mr. Riddle, to prohibit the or-
ganization of National Banking Associations under
the existing laws, snd re-charter those now in
operation; by Mr. Burch ard, to promote the de-
posit of savings, and the re-funding of the national
debt ; by Mr. Corlett, to incorporate the National
Padflc railroad ; by Mr. Garfield, to provide for a
more thorough investigation of railroad accldeuto ;
by Mr. Banks, granting the privilege of the floor to
one representative of every newspaper having daUy
telegraphic communication with Washington.
Tuesday, Feb. 19.— Senate.— Mr. Bpenoer,
from the Committee on Military Affairs, reported
favorably on the blU for the relief of William A.
Hammond, late Burgeon General in the army....
ters, stated that the basis of the peace
were considered detrimental to the interests of
the monarchy; that they could not be accepted
the prosecutions that have been and are now going
on against the Returning Board ? Mr. Gibson— If
the men have been guUtyof any violation of the
laws of that State, the authorities are perfectly
right in prosecuting them. Mr. Hale— Then th*
gentleman does not discourage it. Mr. Gib-
son— Does the gentlemen mean to say he think*
it Is not right to prosecute them? Mr. Hale-
Does the gentleman ask what I think? I
think the whole proceeding is the greatest outrag*
which has ever occurred in American history, be-
cause I believe it to be political persecution under
the guise of the process of law. Mr. Gibson-pJ dc
not yield to the gentleman to denounce the people
of the State of Louisiana. Binoe I have been on
this floor, the gentleman from Maine has omitted
no occasion to denounce the people of Louisiana.
( have treated his former denunciationB as I treat
this, with the contempt which they merit.
Friday, Feb. 15.— Senate.— Consideration of
the SUver bUl was resumed, and Mr. In galls spoke,
in favor of the measure. He declared that gold
was the worst enemy tho people had to conund
against, and expressed the hope that if a single
ing the debate a strong sentiment In favor of the
restoration of the f ran Xing privilege was developed
among the Senator*.... The Senate devoted the
afternoon to the consideration of a bUl so amend-
ing the laws granting pensions to the soldiers of
the war of 1812 as to pension all wbo served for
fourteen days, and also restoring to the peneion-
roUs the names of all survivors which were stricken
from the rolls in consequence of participation
in the rebeUlon. Senator Ogleaby opposed
the bUl. He had voted to pension those soldiers of
the war of 1812 who had served sixty days, and was
willing to pension those who had served only four-
teen days; but he will not aid in restoring to the
rolls those who had been pensioned by a grateful
country, but who had deserted that country in its
hour of need, and who would not now ask to be for-
given. It waa unfair to the Southern men who had
accepted the situation, and who had asked
to have their disabUities removed. Mr.
Blaine advocated the restoratiin of the Houthem
pensioners to the rolls. Mr. Oglesby m^ved to strike
out the •section of tho nill which restored disloyal
pensioners, but his motion was lost by a vote of ?
yeaa »g«in*t 60 nays. The yeaa were: . Anthony,
Cameron of Wisconsin, Edmund*, McMillan,
Morrill. Oglesby and Teller. The bill was then
passed by a vote of 47 yeas against 8 nays.
House.— The feature of the House proceedings
as the delivery of a speech by Eugene Hale, of
Maine, in which be made a sharp attack on the
President’s Southern policy, the occasion being
furnished by the hi mging up of the eternal Lou-
isiana question through the contested-election case
of Acklin vs. Darrall. Gen. Garfield vigorously de-
fended the President against the attacks of Hale.
THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
Beeveh ............................ $7 75 (JI10 75
Hogs .............................. 4 25 @465
Cotton ............................ 10#@ n
Flour— Superfine ................. 4 25 (4 4 90
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ............. i 28 @ 1 29
Corn— Western Mixed ............. 48 @ 6(
OATS-Mtxed ...................... 33 @ 41#
Rye— Western ..... . ................ 71 @ 72
Pobk— New Mess .................. 11 30 @11 60
LABI> .............. CHICAGO.* " **
Beeves— Choice Graded Steers .... 4 90 <a 5 25
Choice Natives ............ 4 25 @ 4 75
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 25 @ 3 60
Butchers’ Steers .......... 3 25 @ 3 50
Medltun to Fair ..... ..... 3 70 @ 4 15
Hogs— Live ....................... 2 50 @ 4 10
Flour— Fancy White Winter ...... 6 60 @ 7 oo
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 5 50 @ fi 00
Wheat-No. 2 Spring ............. 1 09#@ 1 in#
No. 3 Spring. ........ 1 04 @ 1 05
Cohn— No. 2 ........................ 41**<a 43
Oats— No. 2 ........................ 24 @ 25
Rye— No. 2 ........................ 63 @ (4
Barley— No. 2 .................... 47 @ m
Butter— Choice Creamery ........ 30 @ 37
Eooa— Fresh ....................... 12 (4 123*-
Pork— Mew ....................... 10 35 @10 50 :
Lard ............................. 7k<4 7u-MILWAUKEE. ^
Wheat— No. 1 ..................... 1 14 @ Ms
„ N°* 2 ..................... 1 10 @ l Jl
Corn-No. 2 ....................... 41 @ 42
Oats— No. 2 ........... . ............ 23 @ 24
Rye— No. 1 .......................... 63 @ 64
Babley— No.2 ..................... 67 @ 68
ST. LOUIS.
Wheat— No. 8 Red Fall ............ 125 @126
Coen— No. 2 Mixed ................ 41 @ 42
Oats— No. 2. ....................... 25 @ 26
Rye .............. . ................. 61 @ 62
Pobk— Mess ........ . ............... 10 60 @10 70 '
Lard .......... . ................... 7#@ 7#
Hogs .............................. 3 40 @ 4 lo
Cattle ............................. 2 50 @ 4 75
CINOINNATL
Wheat— Red ................ . ...... 1 15 @ 1 25
Corn— Mixed ...................... 39 @ 40
Oat* ............................... 28 (4 si
Bye ................................ 69 @ 60#
Pore— Me** ....................... 10 75 @U 00
Labd ............................. 7#@ 8x. TOLEDO. \
Wheat— No. 1 Itod Winter ......... 1 25 <a 1 27
No. 2 Red .............. . l 23 @ 1 25
Coen .............................. 45 <4 46
Oat*— No. 2 ........................ 27 @ 28
DETROIT.
Flour— Choice White .............. 5 61 ® 6 lo
Wheat— No. 1 White. .............. 1 M all 25
No. 1 Amber .............. 1 J2 @ 1 23
Coen— No. 1 ........................ 38 «« 39
Oats— Mixed; ...................... 28 @ 30
Barley (per cental) ................ 1 02 @ 1 60
Pore— Mesa ....................... 10 75 @11 25
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
CATTLE-Beat. .................. |. 5 36 @ 6 60
Fair .................. 4 75 @ 5 00
Common ................. 4 00 @ 4 50
Hour .............................. 4 00 @435
Sheep ............................. 3 60 @ 5 75
THE ELECTORAL DISPUTE.
faMlonate Debate In the National Houbo
of Repreftentattrei, In Which Mnch Po-
litical 'Scandal la Raked Up — Chargea,
'• Counter-Chargea, Explanations and De-
nial*
Mr. Hewitt, of Now York— The gentleman
(Mr. Aiken, of South Carolina) insinuates that
somebody sold out the Presidency. No North-
ern man sold out the Presidency. The propo-
sition to sell the Presidency was made to me,
and I contemptuously refused it
Mr. Hewitt proceeded to recount the facts
connected with a proposition made to him by
Col. Pickett (as coming from J. H. Maddox,
Special Agent of the Treasury Department) to
payJ. Madison Wells, Chairman of the Re-
turning Board of Louisiana, for giving the
count of that State to Mr. Tilden, all of which
was testified to by Mr. Hewitt before the com-
mittee of the House at the last sessiou.
And now, said he, in conclusion, I ask the
gentleman from South Carolina (Aiken) to tell
mo by what right he turns on me and accuses
me of selling tlie Presidency.
After the decision of the Electoral Tribunal
in the Louisiana case had been announced it
became apparent to me, as it did to every in-
telligent person who studied the situation, that
the decision of the Electoral Commission would
award the Presidency to Hayes. Of course, I
felt it was a great grievance, but I felt that we
had submitted that question to the tribunal,
and that we were bound and concluded by its
decision, and I told everybody that I should
vote to sustain every decision of the tribunal,
no matter what the consequence might be.
But I did not see any reason why, because Mr.
Hayes was going into the Presidency, I should
ignore the fact that there was a large number
of gentlemen in the House who diu not look
on the question as I did, and that they had
told me the count should never be completed.
On that statement I reflected, and I said to my-
self, Unless it is understood that the troops
shall be withdrawn from Louisiana and Sonth
Carolina civil war will surely break out, for the
members from Louisiana assured me tnat their
people would no longer submit to military
domination. I knew if they resisted, other
Southern States would be in honor bound to
help them, and I thought that if 1 could not
save the Presidency from the wreck there was
not any good reason why South Carolina and
Louisiana should not be saved from it There-
upon, of my own motion, I went to my friend
from Ohio (Foster) and made to him pretty
muoh the remark that I now make. The rea-
son why I went to him was because he had
made a speech on this floor in which he de-
clared what the President’s policy would be,
and he believed it, and I believed it I said to
that gentleman. “I fear there will be trouble
unless you can satisfy these Southern gentle-
men this policy which you have declared to be
the policy of the incoming administration will
be adhered to.” He said to me, “ What can I
do?" I said, “I do not know. It is not my
business, but I tell you the facts." He said,
"I will see about it," and subsequently (I think
the next day) he came back to me and showed
me a letter signed by Mr. Hayes, which letter
bas since been published. I read it He said,
“Will that be satisfactory?" I said, “Mr. Fos-
ter, it is not me whom you have to satisfy; it
is other gentlemen. To me it would not bo
satisfactory, but you must go to them and sat-
isfy them that this policy will be carried out."
That was the last interview I had with Mr. Fos-
ter on the subject. What followed came to me
from other persons. I had no part in a bargain,
if it was made. I knew nothing of its terms,
but I was told on the day the Vermont return
had been put through the joint convention tba
these gentlemen from South Carolina were sat-
isfied, and that there could bo no good reason
why the count should not proceed. I do not
know how they were satisfied. I have never
seen any member from Louisiana about it. I
only know that they told me they were satis-
fied, and in so far as I had any influence I ex-
erted it for the completion of the count I did
it in the interest of peace. I did it in the inter-
est of ray country. I believe that I did then
the wisest and best act of my life so far as I
had any connection with matters. If other
men made improper bargains, I know nothing
of them. Have I answered the gentleman’s
(Ellsworth’s) question to his satisfaction?
Mr. Finley said, in his opinion the time of
the House had been spent more foolishly to-
day than on any day of this session. The gen-
tleman from New York (Hewitt) had stated
that a proposition had been made to him by J.
Madison Wells to sell out the Presidenav. He
v-neadod
old rasoal and his fellow-conspirators had been
as men, and if there be a mortal man in this
world who says they traded, I believe that that
man lies. I say it for them, and if there be
bo a man in this world that savs that any man
on this side of the House, or the President, or
any man for the President, made a trade, Ihopo
he will exhibit the trade, and let the scoundrel
who made it, or who authorized it, be lashed
naked through the world. But I believe that
the man who alleges that there was such a
trade is either a deceived aud fooled man or a
liar. Let us have done with this nonsense
about trading Presidendes aud selling Presi-
dencies. What man here had a Presidency for
sale or was in the market to buy a Presidency?
Let the man who has such wares for sale show
them, and not thunder in the index, but lot the
body of his work show he has the manufactures
he proposes to sell In regard to what has
been said about the withdrawal of troops from
Louisiana, I disclaim, for one, in so far as my
disclaimer goes for anything, that the troops
were withdrawn as a matter of policy or con-
ciliation. They were withdrawn as a matter of
constitutional duty, and as such I defend the
withdrawal But the evils which have followed
aud the truculent spirit exhibited by some gen-
tlemen in Louisiana is a poor recompense for
the efforts of our people to restore to the whole
country the spirit of peace and conciliation.
Mr. Southard— Will the gentleman say what
the truculent spirit is?
Speaker Randall (in a low tone from the
Clerk’s desk)— “Purus king the guilty."
Mr. Garfield— The persecutiou, the outrage-
ous persecution which is following the raembars
of the Returning Board in the city of New Or-
leans.
Mr. Hale, referring to Finley’s denunciation
of J. Madison Wells as an old rascal, and of his
fellow-members of the Returning Board of
Louisiana as conspirators, and of others who
had been sending letters of condolence to the
condemned criminal, said he himself (Hale)
was one of those who had been invited to
Louisiana after the Presidential election to see
that there was a fair count He had gone there
because he know the spirit which had for years
prevailed in the Democratic • party there was
sufficiently active to flame again, and to make
the streets of New Orleans run with blood. He
went on to defend the action of the Returning
Board, and particularly to show that the re-
turns from Vernon parish bad been published
in the newspapers before one claim had been
setup that there had been fraud or alteration
in them. The Returning Board had eliminated
certain votes which were claimed to have been
cast through intimidation aud fraud, aud
through the overawing influence of armed
bodies of men in that State. The action of the
Returning Board had been sustained by the
Electoral Commission, and following that
Hayes had been maugurated. He did not
know what the agreement was, did not know
that any existed, but he knew that, whether
the troops had been withdrawn from Louisi-
ana for constitutional reasons or as a matter of
conciliation, the Nicholls Legislature had
passed a resolution that it would discouuto-
nance any political prosecutions, and he knew
and believea that the prosecution of members
of the Returning Board were of that kind. He
had signed the dispatch referred to, because
he did not believe these meu ought to be
abandoned, or that the administration ought
to abandon them.
Mr. Ellis, of Louisiana, who had been out of
the hall during the discussion, aud who had
evidently been ill-informed of the purpose of
Hewitt’s remarks about him, obtained the floor,
and, assuming that Hewitt had held himself
and his colleagues responsible for the Presi-
dential bargam, declared that the lip which
uttered the assertion that Louisiana or any
representative of Louisiana had ever bartered
or sought to barter or entertain a proposition
to barter away the interests of the Democratic
party or interests of the whole people of the
Union in the election of Bamuel J. Tilden lied
in heart and lied in his foul throat. He then
went on to relate the conference at Wormley’s
Hotel, mentioning as the actors on that occa-
sion, himself, E. A. Burke, of Louisiana, and
Henry Watterson, of Kentucky, on the Demo-
cratio side, and on the Republican side Mr.
Garfield, Mr. Foster, ex-Gov. Dennison, Stan-
ley Matthews, and Senator (now Secretary)
Sherman. He declared there was no
bargain ; that the only matter which
transpired was an interchange of
views, and that ho and his
friends relied upon the assurances of Mr.
Hayes’ close friends as to what were his views
and sentiments in regard to Louisiana and
South Carolina. These gentlemen had pledged
nothing for Mr. Hayes. They had bound him
e
ow
(Finley) desired to add that the hoary ht
indicted in Louisiana, and that one of them
had been convicted ; and yet, to-day, members
of Congress, of the House and Senate, and
members of the Cabinet, wore sending to this
convicted criminal letters of condolence. Not
only that, but, if the papers spoke truly, there
was even now a serious discussion in the
Cabinet over a proposition of sending the
army.
Mr. Townsend— They should not have been
taken away into Louisiana to wrest from the
hands of the law the convicted criminal.
Mr. Foster said that it had not been his good
fortune to hear the opening remarks of the
gentleman from New York (Hewitt), but in the
remainder of his statement" there was really
nothing which had not been published to the
world time and again, unless it was a state-
ment that he had reason to believe that some
bargain had been made wit^ some Louisiana
gentlemen. There had been no bargam made
so far as ho (Foster) was concerned. He never
knew of any. For himself, he had confessed
that he felt great solicitude at the condition of
the country. Ho had desired a peaceful solu-
tion of the' Electoral Count bill He had voted
for it against many of his party friends, because
he believed it was iauneniely more important
to the country that the question should be set-
tled in a peaceful, orderly manner, than that
either Hayes or Tilden should be President.
When the filibustering movement had been
commenced on the Democratic side he had again
become solicitous about the happiness of the
people. The question of peace or strife had
neen involved. He had thought then that he
knew what Gov. Hayes’ feelings were on the
question of local self-government He had
made public proclamation of that in his place
on the floor, and Gov. Hayes had thanked him
for making it, and that was the letter to which
so muoh reference had been made. He did not
know that at that time the gentleman from
Now York (Hewitt) was playing any important
part in that case until &tor he had come to
nim (Foster) to inquire something about ii
At that time he (Hewitt) was not a great factor
iu the problem. The Qther gentleman from
New York (Wood) was oondneting the Demo-
cratic anti-filibustering movement He (Fos-
ter) had labored simply for the peaceful exe-
cution of the Electoral bill without exacting any
promises except stating what be hid believed
would be the policy of President Hayes. No one
thing was done anywhere or in anyplace, and
he defied mortal man to bring evidence to that
effect that obliged anybody to do anything in
consideration of anything being done by the
other side.
Mr. Garfield said, when the decision of the
Electoral Tribunal was announced, there were
between thirty and forty gentlemen on the
other side, most of whom had been in arms
against the Cmted States, who believed in their
honor they were bound to stand by -the result
Tney did so. and they resisted like patriots
evei7 effort to break up this count aud bring
this country into civil war. The country will
not believe that after they declared their pur-
pose to do so they stained their honor by doing
what they were doing as a matter ot trade ; and
by no promise, by no pledge. The languag
they had held was : “We know him ; we kn i
hiisentiments toward the Sonth. We know he
beeevea iu the the self-government of those
States, and, without speaking authoritatively
for nim, we will say that, in our opinion, he
will give the blessing of free government to
those States ; that he will lift them from the
blood and dust iu which they have been tram
pled, aud that (iu the language of Mr. Foster)
the flag shall float there over free States, aud
no longer over conquered and abject prov-
inces.”
Subsequently Mr. Ellis again obtained the
floor to make a personal explanation, and re-
tracted all the offensive allusion to Mr. Hewitt
in his remarks, saying he had been assured by
that gentleman and other friends that ho had
been misinformed.
For the hour or two that this personal and
litical skirmish lasted the scenes in the
•xdtad character. The
ilican dde seemed to en-
joy keenly the internecine wir on the opposite
side of the chamber, and were most eager in
the encouragement of Aiken, Ellis, and other
antagonists whom Hewitt had on hand, and
Conger was constantly and irrepressibly on his
feet, seeking to send poisoned arrows into the
enemy’s camp.
political stei
House were of a highly *
ibembers on the Repnb
HYGIENIC NOTES.
Bow-legs and knock-knees are gener-
ally thought to arise from the affleted
one having been mode to stand too early
in babyhood ; but an English physician,
who has thoroughly studied the subject,
asserts that the former is the result of a
mbit children have of rubbing the sole
of oue foot against that of the other, and
often going to sleep with the two in eon-
ack. This never happens when the feet
ire socked or slippered, so^ the preven-
ive of this life-long deformity is to keep
he baby’s soles covered. Knock-knees
are ascribed by him to o childish habit
of sleeping on one side, with one knee
ucked under the hollow behind the oth-
er. To remedy this, therefore, pad the
inside of the knees so as to keep them
apart.
I wish to warn dyspeptics against try-
ing Dio Lewis’ prescription— to go with-
out a supper — for a cure. I tried it for
a short time but long enough to prove to
me that if I hadn’t changed my course
at once, I shouldn’t lie here now to tell
his story. For the first few nights I
dreamed the most horrible dreams that
ever visited the tortured brain of one in
he last stages of starvation. But the
road of the dyspeptic is a hard road to
xavel, and I wouldn’t give in yet. The
ast night of my trial I was awakened
out of convulsions so strong that it was
a long time before I could realize that I
was ready to go back to my old custom
of eating a light aud early supper, which
he following day I did, and have felt
aetter ever since. '
Groaning and crying have found a
philosophic advocate in a French physi-
cian, who maintains they are highly
jenefioial, especially in surgical opera-
ions. He contends that these are means
>y which nature allays anguish, and
that patients who indulge in them re-
cover from accidents and operations
more readily than those who disdain to
^ve wav to their feelings in this fash-
ion. If people are at all unhappy,
therefore, let them seek comfort by re-
tiring to a secluded spot and there in-
dulging in a consolatory boo-boo. The
crying of children, if systematically re-
pressed, may result in St. Vitus’ dance,
epileptic fits, or some other disease of
the nervous system, and should, there-
fore, not be too much discouraged.
What is natural is nearly always bene-
ficial, especially in the case of the little
ones.
Dr. Hall’s views in regard to the ef-
ficacy of food as medicine, when dis-
criminatingly used, seem to be reasona-
ble. He relates the case of a man who
was cured of biliousness by going with-
out his supper and drirking freely of
lemonade. Every morning this patient
rose with a wonderful sense of rest, re-
freshment, and a feeling ns though the
blood had been literally washed, cooled,
and oleansed by the lemonade and fast.
His theory is that food will be used as a
remedy for diseases successfully. For
example, he instantly cures the spitting
of blood by the use of salt : epilepsy
and yellow fever, by watermelons ; kid-
ney affections by celery ; poison by ol-
ive or sweet oil ; erysipelas by pounded
cranberries applied to the parts affected;
hydrophobia by onions, etc. So the
thing to do in order to keep in good
health is really to know what to eat, and
not what medicines to take.
Rules for the prevention of scarlet
fever have lately been issued by the
Michigan Board of Health, and as this
is one of the most contagious of dis-
eases it might be well to bear them iu
miud : The first precaution is the isola-
tion of the sick from the well, and the
prevention of contact with the patient.
The room should be cleared of all un-
necessary clothing, carpets, or other
substances in which the poison may
lurk and be thence transferred else-
where. The patient should use rags in
place of handkerchiefs, so that they may
be burned. Body and bed linen should
be placed in vessels of water containing
chloride of lime or similar substance.
Discharges should be received in a solu-
tion of sulphate of iron or copper, and
be afterwards buried. Persons recov-
ering from this disease should be con-
sidered dangerous as long as there is any
scaling of the skin, soreness of the eyes,
etc. Many other precautions are incul-
cated, all of which are considered more
or less important.
ing orbs. Making him a sweeping cour-
tesy, she said : “ At least, Ool. - ,
they have too much chivalry to insult a
lady at the table of a friend,” and left
the room.
11 Great Heavens ! what have I said ?”
cried the man of blood; “ I insult a lady,
1 never !’ ” Then said the hostess re-
proachfully, “ Colonel, I tried in vain to
stop you, but it seemed as if you avoid-
ed my eye. Didn’t you know tliat young
lady is from Baltimore, and her father
an ex- Confederate soldier?”
“Know I how should 1 know?” queried
the crushed Colonel; “I though you
said Boston.”
“ Talk about taking hints,” chimed in
his host; “I kicked your leg, once,
twice, thrice under the table, and on you
went”
As the latter spoke, the Colonel’s
oountenanoe showed a struggle between
anger and amusement until he burst out
with “ D— n my leg; didn’t you know it
was a wooden one?” and then he begged
pardon for his expressive adjective, and,
rushing after the irate young Boutnern-
er, laid himself at her feet, so to speak.
8he sweetly forgave him and all went
merry.— CAtcapo Cor. Cincinnati in-
quirer. _
MICHIGAN ITEMS.
 How Indians Hunt Buffalo.
The commandant of a post generally
gives the Indians under his control per-
mission to go on a buffalo hunt about
,wioe a year. A party from 200 to 300
is allowed to go out at once, and may be
out for from thirty to ninety days, be-
ing, during that time, accompanied by
two or three soldiers from the garrison.
The party is divided and the herd is sur-
rounded, the circuit being about a half
mile in diameter. When about half way
around tike signal ia given to charge, ana
the bucks commence to ply their ar-
rows. The excited buffaloes run back-
ward and forward, until probably one-
fifth of them are killed, when the hunt
is temporarily over, at least. The
squaws have? in the meantime, come
along and picked np their husbands’
clothing, and follow after to complete
the work of the chase. The buck, having
shot his buffalo, rushes forward to pan
the animal over, so that he will not fall
on the side whicn the arrow has pierced
and break ii He cats the arrow ont of
its plaoe, puts it back in his quiver, and
then marks the buffalo with ''is peculiar
brand, which may be a cut in the nor
tril, in the ear, thigh, er some other
part of the body. Here again then the
squaw gets her onerous ohare of the
work in. She distinguishes the animal
her buck has slain, skins it, cuts the
meat away from the bones in the most
convenient and hurried manner, and
Unfeeliug Man.
I attended a little dinner party given
in honor of a very lovely young lady
here on a visit from Baltimore. The
hostess was gracious, the parlors charm-
ing and full of flowers, the guests se-
lected with a view to their congeniality,
and the dinner perfect in all its appoint-
ments. There were only six couples, in-
vited, and all arrived within the limits
of fashionable punctuality, save the
gallant Ool. - . Finally our host-
ess gave him up, and the signal was giv-
en to adjourn to the dining-room. We
had barely seated ourselves when the
missing ex-warrior arrived, and receiving
an informal welcome was introduced to
a few who were strangers, and to the
Baltimore belle, whose place of residence
he did not catch.
When the dessert waa brought on, peo-
ple became, as they always do, more con-
vivial, and over the nuts and wine some
very amusing stories were told. At last
Ool - , who is considerable of a wit,
was called upon for some of his war
reminiscences. It was in vain our gentle
hostess shook her brown head at him,
the Colonel did not notice it, and
launched at once into an interesting skir-
mish he had had with a party of “ rebs.”
He had hardly spoken the latter word
when his host, unable to restrain him-
self, gave him a gentle, but insinuating
kick under the table, but the orator, as
if of flint, went on, and even when the
hint was repeated steadily pursued his
recital; finally, he put his foot in it by a
I do not EH p^8 u 40 where ‘he buck8 h8TC t
thi °flfibuBteringC on that ride did it on high made a permanent camp, in the vicinity characterized as “ skulkers,” when up
gronnds of national duty and their consciences | of the nearest water.— fit Louis Post. I rose the beauteous brunette, with flash-
The poor fund of Detroit is exhausted.
The Gratiot match factory has shut
down for want of stock.
Some people about Riley, Clinton
county, propose to get up a colony for
settlement in Maryland.
C. B Jones, an old man and prominent
merchant of Saginaw, has failed. Lia-
bilities, secured, $13,000; unsecured,
$25,000 ; nominal assets, $30,000.
Ingham Elwell, a lumberman of East
Saginaw, was instantly killed, recently,
by a log rolling over him. He was 36
years old, and leaves a wife and child.
The Saginaw Courier says that the
suit of Roscommon to recover $25,000
back taxes from Midland was last week
decided adversely to Midland in the
Roscommon Circuit Court.
Joseph Lallone, 28 years old, was
fatally injured by a rolling log at Avery
& Richardson’s lumber camp near Sagi-
naw, last week. He was crushed all
out of shape and his thigh broken.
Charles L. Baker, of Schoolcraft, has
been fined $20, or, in default, sentenced
to pass forty days in jail, for assaulting
Mr. Perry, a teacher who attempted to
correct him for violating the rules of the
school.
A negro inmate of the State House of
Correction at Ionia is said to be a very
fine scholar. He is thoroughly conver-
sant with the works of Darwin, Huxley,
and Tyndall, besides having an extended
knowledge of the infidel philosophy of
Payne and Resseau.
The earnings of the Detroit, Lansing
and Northern railroad for 1877 were
$788,560.86, an increase over 1876 of
$45,472.96; operating expenses $502,-
054.55, a decrease from 1876 of
$29,700.27 ; making the total net in-
crease of earnings $75,173.24.
The people of Michigan are quite in
earnest in their efforts to obtain a ship
canal from Lake Michigan to Lake Erie.
Hon. Henry Willis has gone to Wash-
ington, carrying with him letters from
the Governors of sixteen States, and a
petition signed by oxer 7,000 citizens,
asking for the favorable consideration of
the project by Congress. Mr. Willis’
first endeavor will be to secure au ap-
propriation of $25,000 for a preliminary
survey of the proposed canal route.
Mrs. Anna Hooks (formerly Mrs.
Anna .Etheredge), a lady well known to
Miohigan soldiers, lias been discharged
from the United States treasury to
make a place for another applicant
Former members of the Second, Third
and Fifth Regiments of Miohigan In-
fantry, and others who remember her
brave deeds on the battlefield in caring
for the wounded, are sending their
names to sign a petition for her rein-
statement.
The city of East Saginaw has closed a
contract with the Smith Bridge Com-
pany, of Toledo, for the construction of
a free bridge across the Saginaw river at
that point, of the Howe truss pattern,
838 feet long, to be completed July 1,
and to cost $17,500, work to commence
at once. The three toll-bridges have
pooled togetlier to prevent the construc-
tion of the new bridge, aud will make
application for an injunction as soon as
the bridge is commenced. They have
also caused the passage of a resolution
in the House of Representatives setting
forth that the proposed bridge will ob-
struct navigotion, and requesting the
Secretary of War to investigate and
report whether said bridge will ob-
struct navigation. A lively litigation is
threatened.
Thomas B. Coulter, Commander of
the Grand Army of the Republic for Il-
linois, bos just made and promulgated
the following appointments: L. C. Pos-
ter, of Aurora, Assistant Adjutant Gen-
eral; W. H. Watson, Aurora, Assistant
Quartermaster General; C. R. E. Kock,
Chicago, Inspector General; L. S. Lam-
bert, Galesburg, Chief Mustering Offi-
cer; B. T. Wakeman, Chicago, and
Frank Noble, Rockford, Assistant Mus-
tering Officers; E. J. Harknees, Chi-
cago, Judge Advocate. Aides-de-Camp
— Wm. Smailes, of Elgin; J. Budlong,
Rockford; E. W. Chamberlain, Chicago;
S. F. Flint, Galesburg; Z. C. Maulding,
Mount Vernon; H. R. Frailer, Plain-
field; T. Bexen, Aurora; and H. S. Vail,
Chicago.
The Grand Lodge of the Ancient Or-
der of United Workmen of Michigan
was in session in Detroit last week, the
thiriy-seven lodges in the State all be-
ing represented. Of the thirty-aeven
lodges in the State twenty-five have been
organized and instituted sinoe the first
of last August. The finances of the or-
der are said to be in a very encouraging
condition. There are nearly 2,000 mem-
bers of the order in the State now. The
Grand Lodge has been busy devising
and adopting a constitution for the gov-
ernment of itself and the subordinate
lodges within its jurisdiction. When
the State contains 2,000 members the
Grand Lodge will have control of its
own beneficiary fund. The following
are the officers of the Grand Lodge for
the ensuing year : P. G. M. W., L Clen-
denen, Kalamazoo; G. G. F., Thomas
J. Crowe, Detroit; G. O., William L.
Strickland, Ionia ; G. Recorder, W.
Warner Wilson, Detroit ; G. Receiver,
O. F. Peek, Maple Rapids; G. G., W.
H. Jewett, Ypsilanti ; .G. W., Edwin
Doty, Maple Rapids. Representatives
to Supreme Lodge, R. H. Sanborn,
George R. Pennington and W. H. Baxter.
Michigan Iniaranoe.
Commissioner Row, says the Lansing
Republican, of the Michigan In-
surance Bureau, has just issued) a
summary of the standing of the stock,
fire, marine, and fire-marine insurance
companies reporting to this bureau on
Deo. 31, 1877.
The entire capital stock of the com-
panies doiug business in the State is
$96,781,279.85; surplus over capital, re-
insurance fund, and all other liabilities,
$22,590.366.40 ; surplus as regards pol-
icy-holders, $04,625,707.59; total im-
pairments of capital, $80,627.58.
The aggregate of riskc written in Michi-
gan during 1877 was $145,848,952.92;
gross premiums received during the
same period, $1,883,832.58; losses in-
curred, $1,342,588.55. leaving a balance
of $541,lk4.03 above losses incurred.
The Commissioner states, however,
that the difference between premiums
received and losses incurred in the State
cannot be considered net profit. A de- »
duction of the usual estimate, 331 per ,
cent, of the gross premiums, iu addition
to the losses, to cover the expenses of
the business, would show a net loss in
this State on Miohigan business for
1877, not estimating any further expense
for reinsurance on risks still in force as-
sumed during the year.
The aggregate of risks written in this
State during 1877 is greater by about
$5,000,000 than in 1876, but the pre-
mium receipts are less by $170,000 in
1877 than in 1876, while the losses in
1877 are greater by $335,000 than in
1876.
The report shows a total of 114 com-
panies doing business in Michigan, of
which 103 are from other States, 5 from
foreign (Enropeau) governments, 3
Canadian, and 3 Michigan.
The total paid capital of Miohigon
companies is $400,000; admitted assets,
$839,662.52; liabilities, including rein-
surance fund and capital, $550,075.88 ;
surplus as regards policy-holders, $689,-
586.64; risks written in Michigap during
1877, $12,136,235; premiums received,
$149,800.57; losses incurred, $88,570.01 ;
losses paid. $82,182.47.
The total paid capital of companies
from other States is $39,240,010.00 ; ad-?
mitted assets, $93,666,198.28 ; total lia-
bilities, $70,300,071.46 ; surplus as re-
gards policy-holders, $62,606,136.67 ;
risks written in Michigan during 1877,
$114,022,999.64; premiums received,
$1,463,282.35; losses, $1,026,866.76;
losses paid, $967,157.84.
The total paid capital of the five
European companies doing business in
Miohigan is not given, as the home-office
statements of those companies are not
reauired to be filed in January. The
risks written in this State by those com-
panies during 1877 amounted to$15,-
260,766.07 ; premiums received, $204,-
703.68 ; losses, $136,234.90 ; losses paid,
$145,258.21.
Tho three Canadian companies rep-
resent a total paid capital of $925,-
032.70; admitted assetts, $2,275,418.55;
total liabilities, $1,870,466.97; surplus
as regards policy-holders, $1,829,984.28;
risks written in Michigan during 1877,
$4,423,952.21; premiums received, $65,-
995.98; losses, $95,913.88; losses paid,
$92,320.37.
The Commissioner states that the
financial condition of the companies ex-
hibits nnlooked-for strength in view of
the depressed state of business of all
kinds, depreciation in values, large losses
by fire, and the reduction in rates of in-
surance during the past year.
The Detroit Fire and Marine and the
Miohigan State Insurance Company of
Adrian have been examined since Jan.
1, and their statements verified.
Spider vs. Parrot.
The correspondent of a French paper
relates a remarkable contest whicn he
witnessed in the isle of Java between a
parrot and a gigantic spider. The spi-
der, whose body was as large ns a small
bird’s, dropped down upon a yonqg par-
rot whose mamma was from home, and
spreading its huge claws over the nest
began sucking its blood. When the
mother returned she naturally “went
for” the enemy; and seised hold of ohe
of his legs, but whether it be that legs t
are not a sensitive portion of spiders’ .
organizations, or that this particular in-
sect had an overpowering penchant for
the blood of young parrots, he wouldn’t
let go, until his pain becoming too in-
tense for endurance he turned on the
mother, and, twining all bis legs firmly
around her neck, was just arranging for
S good long suck in that quarter when
she gave mm an awful dig in the belly
with her beak, whereupon he fell over,
dragging her to the ground with him.
The naturalist then shot him and re-
leased the parrot.
It is feared that the atmosphere oi
London will soon damage the surface ot
Cleof \tra’s Needle. The Luxor obe-
lisk. erected in the Place de la Con- ,
corde in Paris, in 1836, is some 3,400
years old, having stood with another
still larger one before the great temple
of Thebes. The rtone ia syenite granite,
of a brownish red color. Thirty-six
years of exposure to the atmosphere of
Paris has affected the stone more than
the s&ma number of centuries’ exposure
to the purer air of Egypt.
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PEAOEJR VAR.
The peace or Europe is far from being
assured. The conference is talked of as
a certainty, but It has not been called.
There is something in the tone of the Eu-
ropean dispatches, indicating that un-
easiness is general. The two powers now
most hostile, England and Russia, are
touchy and punctilious over details, and
there is a hurrying to and fro that pres-
ages a war. Austria and England are
both preparing on a large scale, while the
papers of both countries hold ou( promises
that all will yet be well. The speech of
Prince Bismarck, which was anxiously
looked for, told nothing that was not
already well known. He did not give any
assurances that would lead to the belief
that Germany has undertaken to act as
peace maker in the present crisis. Per-
haps, like all other mortal men, he finds
difficulties which even his fertile mind
cannot satisfactorily solve, and like a true
fitatesman he evades an issue about which
he cannot feel confident. The truth ap-
pears to be that there is no basis yet agreed
upon to which Russia and England have
assented or indicated possible assent. One
power wants what the other says she shall
not have, and while their forces are idle
they grow rather than diminish. Other
powers have done what they could to
smooth the irritation to which the pres-
ence of actual enemies gives rise. For
this reason the British fleet went forty
miles away, and the Russian forces rc
main in the suburbs of the Turkish Capitol.
But steamers can traverse that forty miles
in three hours, and their steam is always
up and their decks cleared. The troops
can get into the city in about the same
time, and are iu equal readiness for actiou.
Besides, it appears that there are several
English vessels actually in the Bosphorus
and at the mouth of the Black Sea, where
an effective force would speedily cut off
the Russian base of supplies by water
These facts, coupled with the suspicious
reticence of Cabinets and undisguised
activity at manufacturing centers for war
materials leads us to the belief that hostili-
ties are not very far away, and that day
may witness the indefinite postponement
of proposals for adjustment.
THE HEW HOLLAR.
The gold resumption humbug has re-
ceived a fatal stab. It was born of the
declusion that a paper currency and an
era of prosperity for all were necessarily
the harbingers of national distress.
Through the operation of the Sherman
scheme the people have suffered losses
sufficient to discharge the public debt.
These personal wrongs have been patiently
endured with a blind devotion to the gen-
eral interest. In these long years of tra-
vail the masses have been educated to a
fair comprehension of the issues at stake,
and we now witness a loud call for a poli-
cy which shall sweep the cobwebs from
our industries.
The close commercial relations between
the races of the earth as well as the rising
standard of intelligence make it impossi-
ble to give any rude shock to the flnan
cial system. The advocates of a single
standard flooded the country with predic-
tions of irreparable danger and distress
should Congress dare to remonetize silver
coin. These threats were used to the
greatest possible advantage in preventing
some patriotic representatives from dis-
charging their duty to their constituents,
but the battle resulted in victory to the
people. In place of the evils outlined to
follow the success of the Bland bill
we find a continued sale of four
per cent bonds, a rise in the old issues of
Governments, and a cheering fall in the
market price of gold. Even the kings ot
finance are powerless to stem the pop-
ular current. Let us take courage anew.
There is an end to a system which makes
millionaires of afew thousands and tramps
of the remaining millions.
There is one more act in the monetary
drama, and we are promised hut slight
delay in the rise of the curtain. Five
members of the Senate Finance Commit-
tee have framed a report in favor of the
passage of the House bill for the repeal
of the resumption act, and influential
gold-bugs concede the success of the
movement It is high time to wipe this
lie from the statute books. At no former
period in the history of the nation lias
public sentiment been so thoroughly par-
alyzed by the assumptions of a depart-
ment official. His iron band should be
stricken from the throat of the body poli-
tic, and he should be remanded to the
obscurity he merits. Such men have no
place in the machinery of a government
created by the people and for the people.
There is no visible end to the system we
are leaving in our wake. The "clearing
up process1' has filled our poor houses and
onr jails, driven the debtor to the bank
ruptcy court, wrecked the murals of busi-
ness men hitherto strangers to trickery,
and inaugurated a despotism of currency
holders over the entire producing interest.
Should we return to the gold resumption
methods of the post three years, no man
can gnarentee a reaction from the desper-
ate condition of things now prevailing.
Money might continue to appreciate for
another lengthened period, and all other
values to drop to a point in harmony with
a circulating medium of a hundred mil-
lions of dollars in gold coin. We have in-
sanely clung to a policy the most injurious
to he devised for a nation mortgaged to
the teeth. But there exist the elements of
hope that the frost is to be expelled from
the Joints of the people.
The London Times of the 19th says:
"United States funds have surprised many
people by advancing, instead of falling on
tbe news that the silver bill has passed in
a manner that will insure its becoming a
law in much its present shape. We have
always said the public was not selling the
stock to any appreciable exteut ami the
weakness which has now and then char-
acterized the bonds was due, as much as
anything, to passing fears of dealers and
to speculative selling which only made
the market harder. Hence on receipt of
better New York prices and because the
worst whs now known, the market natur-
ally rose by mere efforts of those who had
sold to buy back. Besides it has been
noticed that the limitation put upon the
quantity of silver that may be coined with-
in a given time is itself tantamount to
making silver a subsidiary coinage at nil
events for some considerable time. So
that there is little alarm felt, and holders
stick to their bonds. The only thing that
will lower the prices of these or any other
high class stock just now isdearer money.”
Thus we hear even from old England
that the scarecrow has vanished, and the
adoption of the silver bill has already ac-
tually helped our financial standing.
THE HEW POPE.
A dispneth from Rome says the opera-
tions of the sacred conclave culminated
in the ballot taken on Wednesday morn-
ing, between 10 and II o’clock, in the
election of Cardinal Joachim Pecci, who
assumes the title of Pope Leo XIII.
The edit jr of the Chicago Post describes
him as follows:
“Joachim Pecci, the new Pope, was
born at Carpcnette. in the diocese of
Arragui, on March 2, 1810, and is sixty-
eight years of age. He was created Car-
dinal on December 19, 1858, was Arch-
bishop of Perouse and Chamberlain of the
Pope. He was to have been created Car
dinal at the request of Protestant King
Leopold I., of Belguim, to whom he had
been sent as Nuncio by Gregory XVI.,
but on the death of the latter Pius IX.,
yielding to the vindictiveness ef Antonelli,
allowed seven years to elapse before he
gave him the hat. Of high intellect, of a
welltried and energetic nature. His Emi-
nence has made not only an excellent
bishop, but has realized the type of a per-
fect Cardinal. As an administrator, he
managed to clear Benevento of smuggling
and brigandage, as well as of the under-
hand intrigues of the party of the nobility.
As a man of intelligence he does not re-
gard with such a pessimist eye as his col-
leagues, the reciprocal sensations of the
Church and society. lie has evidently
found a solution in his own mind for ex-
isting and eventual difficulties. His Emi-
nence is tall and thin. His features have
an aristocratic stamp, and are character
ized by great figures. He has a resem-
blance at once to Voltaire and Richelieu.
His voice strikes one disagreeably at first,
it is so nasal in its tones; but one soon gets
accustomed to this peculiarity owing to its
fullness and resonance. Although simple
in manuers His Eminence is of all the
Cardinals the one who carries himselt
with most pontifical majesty, resembling
in this Pius IX , who in his early days
passed for incomparable.
The entertainment given by members
of the temperance societies, at the Metho-
dist church, on Fildav evening last,
proved a decided success. The church
was crowded to overflowing, many persons
being unable to obtain sitting or standing
room ; and the exercises, of which a pro-
gramme is given below, were very well
rendered by the different performers. We
are informed that the young people of the
temperance organizations will give another
similar entertainment in a few weeks.
The programme of the evening was as
folio :
Prayer— By Rev. W. M. Copelln.
Music— "Do net drink to night brother.”
Recitation— The song of the Drink, By
Miss. Nelly Wakker.
Recitation by four members of the
Juvenile Union.
Music—
Recitation- A story-of the Temperance
Crusade, By Master Dana Dutton.
Essey— Total abstinence as a duty, By
Mr. A. Visscher.v
Music— ‘‘Hope on.”
Oration— Moral Power, By Mr. A. Ven-
nema.
Recitation— A leak in the dike, by Mrs.
J. 0. Post.
Music— ‘‘Wine is a mocker.”
Oration— The temperance question, by
Mr. Kleinhcksel.
Doxology and Benediction.
The music was furnished by ft number
of young ladies and gentlemen led by Mr.
I If. Te Roller and contributed very much
t(> tbe success of the entertaiument.
The Rev. Mr. Oggel having accepted
the call extended to him by the 1st Presby-
terian church of Kankakee, HI., preached
his farewell sermon to the people of tbe
1st. Reformed church of this city— of
which he has been the esteemed pastor
for upwards of six years, last Sunday af-
ternoon. The large audience room was
filled to its utmost capacity. There being
upwards of twelve hundred people present,
all of whom listened with deepest interest
to the farewell message of the retiring
pastor. In the evening, In response to the
earnest request of the Rev. Mr. Sutherland,
Rev. Oggel occupied the pulpit of the
Presbyterian church where a very large
congregation assembled to listen to the
reverend gentleman’s Inst sermon in the
city for the present. The discourse was
thoroughly evangelical and beautifully
written. Mr. Oggel carries with him to
his new field of labor the best, wishes of all
classes in this community, and we have
no doubt he will prove a useful and pop-
ular man in his new pastorate. The
Presbyterian church of Kankakee is to be
congratulated on its choice.— Grand //jrett
New Journal.
Edward S. Stokes, Jim Fisk's murder-
er, hasn’t prospered in business since he
left the state prison, and is going to St.
Louis to manufacture a stone pavement,
the patent of which he bought of a fellow-
convict.
In Africa the savages have a curious
way of praying. The wizard or priest
writes a prayer on a piece of board and
the patient carefully washes it off and
swallows the water, chalk and prayer, in
the firm belief that he will get rid of his
disease.
A cobi.er once said that he could
always tell who was wrong in a spirited
argument, even when he could not under-
stand what either contestant was saying.
He brought his hammer down on his bip-
stone with a hearty blow and continued:
—"It’s always the man who gets mad
first.”
- ---
Aroct 57 acres in the New York
Bowery region and some property in Am
sterdam, Holland, all valued at $180,000,-
000, are claimed by about 1000 "heirs,”
who pretend they’ve got a sure thing. A
Dutchman named Weber was the original
owner 200 years ago, and the property has
been twice leased for 99 years, the last
lease expiring about two years ago.
Thk London Times says: *‘\Ve cannot
doubt that if the Chinese have found their
way to America from the comparatively
prosperous eastern provinces in thousands,
they will pour forth myriads from the
famiuc-strickeu districts of the north as
soon as a way is opened to them. The
Chinese difficulty may speedily become a
greater menace to the future of the United
Slates than the negro difficulty was at its
worst, for negro immigration was never
voluntary, and ceased with the abolition
of the slave trade, while if the Chiuese
tide once begins to flow in force, it is
difficult to see where it will stop.”
Query: "Why will men smoke com-
mon tobacco, when they can buy Marburg
Bros. 'Seal of North larolina,' at the sameprice?” 45- ly
While coughs and colds are very prev-
alent, we recommend a trial of Young’s
Cough and Lung Syrup. tf
Try Johnslcn’s Sarsaparilla the best in
the market. tf
Jtymal Notices.
Partiks from abroad have rented the
building immediately west of the Post
Office and opened up an auction store, in
which they offer for sale an immense
amount of Dry Good and Gents’ Furnish-
ing Goods, and nil manner of fancy art-
icles for children. They advertise their
auction by posters and bills, and give the
people a chance to buy at their own price.
Don’t fail to go and see them, for \ou are
bound to find something you will want, or
Holland, Fkb. 20, 1878.
I regard outline maps as ot the highest
importance in every public school; in fact,
geography cannot be successfully tausht
without them. I am also satisfied that
Montieth’s are first-class and excellent
for school room use.
I. F. Banos,
Supt. of Public Schools, Holland.
I fully indorse the above.
Prof. C. Doksbubg.
Mr. M. L. Barber is General Agent for
the National School Furniture Company
at No. 84 & 38 East Madison street, Chi-
cago, III.
Wanted lor Cash!
20,000
White Oak Headings,
To measure as follows: Length
22 inches, width 10 or 11
inches, thickness in-
side, 5-8ths inches,
all to be measured clear of sap.
Price, $20.00 per thousand,
delivered, to
R. K&NTERS.
Holland, Feb. 1st, 1878. 51-3w
TO LET.
T WANT proposals for building a new Tannery.
1 For farther particulars as to building, etc.,
apply to
F. HUMMEL,
F*b »P?8788 TaDncry’ at * 0,c,ock ^  Mond»y>
Administrator's Sale.
In the matter of the estate of Frank Amler.
Notice is hereby given that I shall sell at Public
Auction, to the highest bidder, on Tuesday
the ninth day of April, A. D. 1878, at
ten o'clock, In the forenoon, at the premises here-
inafter descrii>ed in the Township of Olive, In the
County of Ottawa in the State of Michigan, pursu-
ant to License and authority granted to me on the
Eighteenth day of February, A. I). 1878, by the
Probate Court of Ottawa Couuty, Michigan, all of
the estate, right, title audjlntercst or the said
deceased of. iu and to the real estate situated and
being In the Couuty of Ottawa in the State of
Michigan, known and described hb follows, to-wii:
Lot three (3) or the north-west fractional quarter
of the north west fractional quarter of section
twenty-two (stt) in town six («) north of range
sixteen (16) west. County of Ottawa and State of
Michigan, containing thirtv-oight and thirty-bun
dredths acres be the same more or less. Subject
to the widows right of dowel. Terms made known
at the time and place of sale.
Datkd, February 28, A. D. 1H78.
ALK P. 8TEOENUA, AdmlnMrator.
2-7 w
Great chance to make money. If
you can’t get gold you can get
”‘e need a person InGrOX^Oakrcerbacks. We neei
every town to take subscriptions
for the largest, cheapest and best Illustrated family
publication in the world. Any one can become a
successful agent. The most elegant works of an
given free to subscribers. The price Is so low
that almost cverylwdy subscribes. One agent re-
ports making over $160 in a week. A lady agent
reports taking over 400 subscribers in ten days.
All who engage make -noney fast. Yon can devote
all your time to thg business, or only your spate
time. You ne.d not bo away from home over
night. You can do it ns well as others. Full par
ticniars, directions and terms free. Elegant and
expensive outfit free. If you want profltaole work
send us your address at onee. It costs nothing to
try thu business. No one who engages fails to
make great pay. Address “The People's Journal,”
Portland Maine. 26-ly
mmAmiiiiiETmE,
35 Beautiful Chromos as Pre-
miums to the
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
We have just procured a lot of beautiful chromos,
which we offer an premiums, to any one who will
procure for us some new subscribers at the follow
ing rates: Anr one seuding ns three new subscrib-
ers (p iy in advance) will be entitled to one large
handsome chromo, valued at $5 00. and have his
choice from five different kindi. For five subscrib-
ers, one can pick out two chromos; and for seven
subsenbeta one can pick out two chromos and
have a copy of the News for one year gratis.
Farm for Sale.
I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
soil, six miles f rom this oily. Near church
and school house, at a bargain, 80 acres
of this land Is partially improved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land in the Town-
ship of Fillmore.’ Inquire of42-tf M. D. HOWARD.
SWEET’S HOTEL
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
T. J/. LYON, - - - Proprietor.
Special Announcement,
The undersigned desires to announce to the
public in general, that he is bow the sole pmprie
tor of this well-known and t)opnlar hotel, and
that he will hereafter give his pcisonal attention
to tbe management of the bouse and the wanta
of his gQe»tf The house Jtas been refitted and re-
furnished, and now offers the best of accommoda-
tions to the travellugpublic. It contains 130 hand-
some and commodleus rooms, Arty af which cun
be had with board at $2.u0 per day, and tbe re-
map der at the usual price, Having condncted the
hotel business in Grand Rapids for the past six
teen years, and thahkfnl for former patronage, the
proprietor hopes foi a continuance ef the same.
Tne rooms of Sweet's Hotel are not exce led by
any public house in the State, the tables are sup-
p'letl with all the markets afford, and careful atten-
tion is given by all employees.
Hoping to receive a liberal patronage from the
traveling public, which will be duly appreciated
by the proprietor.
T. H. LYON.
^COMPOUND EXTRACT
CONTAINING
Cntt,Jaiip 4 Spirits of Nitre
IN A CONOCNTAATtO FORM, FDR
Diseases of the Sidneys ts Bladder,
Gonorrhea, Weaknesses, Over-
Exertions, Gleet, Stricture,
Obitruotdon of the Urine,
[sad all of tho Vrftmorj |
ni»«l Nexunl Organs,
Mo mattor of how loo, oUaRtoi. ud whothw la
MALE OR FimULI.
Price, -   One Oollnr.
Vtwptrod from tho orlglnol rootpo of Dft. BILL
Md ooM b| W. JOHNSTON A CO.,
161 Jefferson Avenue, DETROIT.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
SENT FREE
HOiog.iM aSH per /ooil.nt
and pcrtpnl-t— TiK.
__ lltVl.lll.V lil’DOI.”.
• er uivk’ van, iiC Ih no* it tniveiin^
boa.etii.ug in. w. AuUixk*, The Beverly Cu., f
t/.
DRESSMAKING
And all kinds of sewing done to order.
Mm; anil fittim Promptly Attenlei to.
TERMS VERY MODERATE.
HENRIETTA LE FEBRfi.
No. 84 Ninth street.
Holland, Mich.. Feb. 7, 1878. * st-tf
Joslin& Drey man,
Watchmakers | Jewelers,
DEALERS IN
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry & Fancy Goods,
All Kinds of Spkctacles.
Fall Line of Gold Fens .
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Hollawd, March 24, 1877. 6-ly.
The (B eat English Remedy
GRAY’S Specific Medicine
TRADE^MMHC.ig especially rcc YRADE^
otnmonded as an
.nnfailing cure for
> Seminal Weak-
ness, Pprrmator-
rhea, Impotency
and ail disease's
that follow as a
sequence on Seif*
Before Taking 0f memory, urn- After Taking.
versa! Lassitude. Pain in the Back, Dimness of
Vision, Premature Old Age, and m«ny other dis-
eases that lend to Insanity. Consumption and a
Premature Grave, all of which as a rule »re first
caused by deviating from tho path of nature and
over Indulgence. The Specific Medicine is the re-
sult of a lile study and many years of experience
iu treating these special diseases.
Full particulars in onr pamphlets, which we
desire to send free by mail to every one.
The Specific Medicine is sold by all DruggiHs at
$1 per package, or six packages for $5, or will be
sent by mail on ricelpt •! tbe money by addiess
ing
The Gray Medicine Co.,
No. 10 Mechanics' Block, Detroit, Mich.
tST'Sold in Holland by Heber Walsh and by all
Druggists everywhere. 48-lj
LAND WANTED.
TN Ottawa or Allegan Counties in exchange for
JL real estate in tho City of Holland.
61 -tf Inquire at this Office.
Probate Order.
STATE OF MICHIGAN. Connty of Ottawa, ss.
At a session of the Probate Court of the County
of Ottawa, hotden at the Probate Office, in the
City of Grand Haven, in said Couuty, on Tuesday
the twenty-second ay of J annary, in theyear one
thon and eight hundred and seventy-eight.
Present: Samuel L. Tate, Judge of Probate.
In the matter of thu estate of Jan Kcrkbof, de-
ceised.
On reading and filing the petition, dulv verified,
of Roclofje Kerkhof, praying among other things
fot* the probate of an Instrument in writing filed
In this court, purporting to be the last* III and
testament of Jan Kerkhof, deceased, and that
administration thereof may be granted to Jan
ter Vree, the person named therein, as executor.
Thereupon it is ordered, that Thursday the twenty
first day of February next, at one o'clock in the a/
ternoon, be assigned for the hearing of said Petl
tior and that the heirs at law of the said deceased,
and all other persons InUtcsted in said estate, are
required to appear at a session of said Onrt, then
to he holdeu at the Probate Office, in Grand Ha-
ven, in said Connty. and show cause, if any there
be, why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
granted: And it Is further ordered, that said peti-
tioner give notice to the persons interested in said
estate, of the pendency of said petition and the
hearing thereof, by causing a copy of this order to
be published in tho "Holland Cm News,” a
newspaper printed and clM ulated in said Connty
of Ottawa, for three successive weeks previous to
said -. ay of bearimr.
A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATE.
60-4 w Judge of Probate.
FOE SALE.
A 8 Aci
grape
Pea
tcrqjprult Farm containing some 300 bearing
vines, 100 Currant bushes; Strawberries;
rs. Appfte, Quince, Chestnnt, Mulberry, Appri-
cot, Cherry and Peach trees In bearing.
No nfVbey required down Inqaire or
Holland. Mich!
i u
^vaKandeoknd,
Wanted.
4,000 Cords of Shingle Bolts.
I sell a good No. 1 shingle at retail for $1.00 and
less at wholesale.
Custom sawing done to order at short vpotice.
 Having purchased a gumming roachin. I hoi
myself in readiness to gum kll kinds of saws.
Highest market price paid for Pine Logs, at
figiuyerliiiill
P. PFANSTIEHL.
Holland, Jan. 12th, 1878. 48-^w
OrganJFor Sale.
dhQA WILL pmcbaae a rirst-clftaa i*»trament
riftOU that cost $220. tvhen new. -? •
HOW ADD A McBtylDB.
Holland, Dec. 90th, 1877. * .> >
Wanted.
A RELIABLE Business Man to got up a parfv
/v to go to Virginia nnd settle on a largo tract
of land owned by the ndvertisci, and to ho divided
np into village |ots with f rms adjoining. These
lots and faims arc dmntra into 3 horse at low rate*.
so that working men. mgchhnlcs, incipient manu-
factures. Ac., can easily bny them. Also, parries
to»«// tharet. It pavsb^ttecthnn nnv other ngenevApp’yto fc. BAUDER, Fenton, Mich.
dotting
* T
Our paper is late tins week
— o^ngto another breakdown.
Misfortune seldom comes single-
handed.
(’ntc\fl'» nvidf* nmi paved thirtfi'n miles
of new streets last jeur. *
-- «*#> --
The First Reformed Church at Grand
Haven, Mich., have exl ended a call to
Rev. R. Duiker, of Dantyrth, 111.
A nuMoit comes Irom the Hague that
the King of Holland thinks of abdicating
in favor of the Prince of Orange, his old-
est son.
Mlt. Genii 15 'Iks and family will leave
for Orange City, Iowa, on the 12lh day of
Match next.-
Mr. Gerrit J. A. Pesaiuk was in town on
Saturday last, v .
Mn. G. Van Patten will build a store 1L ig reporll.d rtg j0|jy «s ever, wears his
on his old site, dext to Mr. Wm. Van|_ tl . ...... Kln OM(|
Putten’s projected new atore.
,r
n I
J
Gkn. Belknap, who is now in Washing-
drill 0 11 A 11 • 0
coat buttoned about his robust form and
strokes his long golden beard.
-- -  --
Lieut. Flipper, the only colored gradu-
ate of West Point, is to he appointed mili
Ury instructor of the colored branch of
the Agricultural and Military College ol
Texas. %
Tab late Pope's wealth altogether is
•aid to amount to $28,000,000, which is
mostly in the hands of the Rothschilds in
Paris. > " ’ . w- T
The congregation of Ebenezcr church
have called Rev. De Bey, of Chicago, for
the second time. The vote stood 32 for
Rev. De Bey, and 27 for Rev. d. Broek.
The next Grace Church Social will be
held at the residence of Mr. N. Kenyon
on Wednesday evening, Feb. 27. A lull
Literary and Musical program will be
carried out.
Another one of our old settlers “has
gone before,” and this time it is an Amer-
ican by the name of James Pelton. He
resides about 7 miles north of this city,
and reached the age of 77 years.
— — - --
A FIHB occurred in the Village of Over-
ijael, on Sunday last, in the residence of
Mr. R. Kontiig. By timely application of
water the building escaped total destruc-
lion, and the damage is estimated at about$200. ' V
An nclJreas will be delivered at Ver- ^  ^ bulld > Mw eU)rc in lr<m, of iti
beek-8 Hull on Friday evening, March l»t., ] desljue(1 |or „ bOTse.
by Capt. Marlin DeBoe of Ibis city. Sulx- Uu - --
ject: ‘‘Intemperance.” Admision ten i ! The Londbn Economist says there is
cents; Children five cents. All friends of ^very appearance that the adoption of sil
The Minnesota Odd Fellows are form
ing a colony, having secured three town-
ships of land in Watonwan cpunly, and
write their bretheru anywhere in the coun-
try to join them in the spring.
On Wednesday of next week four
brothers of Mr. J. Bouwens, their families
and their parents and some young lolks, of
the Village of Zeeland, will depart fur
Holland, Lancaster county. Nebraska.
List of letters remaining in the Post
office at Holland, Mich., Feb. 21, 1878:
Thomas Condley, Mrs. Sarah W. Vincent,
G. W. Ostrander, Miss >iary J. McFall.
Wm. Vkkbkek, P. M.
The dwelling house and store of Mr. J.
Bouwens, in the Village of Zeeland was
The best way to encourage reform is to
show that you arc in earnest by retorming
yourself.
- *•»- 
^ Young Men— Attend the Grand Rapids
Business College and Practical Training
school-Board $2.50 to $3 50 per week.
Send for College Journal.
The latest Washington dispatches an-
nounce that the House of Rcpresentaiivts
have concurred in the Senate amendments
to the Silver Bill, and now it will go to
the President for approval or disapproval.
— . —  —
Unless Gov. Colquitt Interferes, which
nobody seems to expect, Georgia la Boon
going to furnish the country a spectacle
the like of which it has never seen— the
hanging of a white man in a southern
state for the murder of a ‘‘nigger.”
- —  —
The New Yor.k Herald publishes inter-
views with some of the leading bankers of
that city, and the most of them think
silver will be a very g*od thing to have.
.There is nothing surprising about this.
Medicine does not taste very badly after it
has been swallowed.
*',;i - - —
“Akt of Propagation” is a highly Ulus
tnited practical work on life rapid Increase
and multiplication of stock. Published
by Jenkins* Grape and Seedling Nursery,
Winona, Columbiana Co., Ohio. Price
prepaid by mail 50 cts. Catalogue free.
Agents wanted. Address as above.
1'
[Next door to Harrington's Cheap Cash Store.]
Leweke, Krumbein | Luce,
Mnnutncturm ef
TABLET, HEADSTONES
MONUMENTS
Aod all kinds of
CEMETEEY WORK
- -IN STONE——
We keep comtenOy oa hand the beet kind of
Block, and alee a nice varlet* of donlan*. Letter
ing duite in the Engllah, Holland and Uenban Ian
guagee, ae desired.
All Work Warranted and
Prices Low.
Give us a call before you order, and pat
ronize your home industry,
IIoixand, Mich., Aug. 20 1677.
I, the undersigned
— THE -
IEW STAND ! !
G . Van Putten.
- O -
Horned out bjr the late Fire I have re opened la
thee tore fornerly occupied by
J. ROOST & SON,
CoflM* Ninth and River Street.
Where I Will be p)eae*d ta see ail my ok -uetona
era and ts many new ouee ae will favor mo
with a call.
A new Stock of
Dry Goods,
Hats & Gaps,
Groceries,
Crockery,
Flour <& Feed.
 Etc., Etc.
The Goods are first-class
PRKESARE LOW.
the Captain are especially invited to bepresent. ’ ^
We are happy to see out ut the Council
Buuwens, in Ibe V.n.gno. i vi nu lpr„cee(li 8 lha, our MnyorbM taken the
sold last week to Mr. G. Urusse, who will L,, t)jr 1|)e horn9i „nd pnipmed the nec.
more the building lo the back part il'f L |gg[8|aii0p to be armed and able to
cope with large fires. It has became a
necessity, and we think that the
question of a sufficient water supply will
become one of the most important the
citizens of this city ever handled.
ver in America as legal payment of bonds
will be followed by the adoption of that
metal for other payments, and so widely, — ciui l OMICI n iuuui nuu ow TTtuv.j
A NEW dry goods store is being opened^ ^  lhe va,ue of lhe dollar musl rise ptr.
in the store of Mr. A. Vennema, on Eighth*^
•treet, by Messrs. Donahue & Riordan, of
Muskegon. The storeyJiasybeen hand-
somely fitted up and jynntctJ for the pur-
pose. They intend io be; open in lull
blast in the first pat/of nefct week.
Quite a number of the old settlers of
the Township of Overijsel, met at the
bouse of the Drs. Best, last week, and
were entertained in royal style. The oc-
casion evinced a harmony of feeling, and
the expressions of satisfaction were very
pronounced, and quite a number proposed
to institute a similar meeting annually.
^ Mrs. L. Kleyn (widow) had the ,ipis-
fortune to fall down the cellar, lost week
hi her house and fractured some bone in
the shoulder, together with a number of
other bruises. Buch an accident falls
heavy on a lady of her age, and she is
quite sick. Dr. Schouten was called lo
administer to the relief of the poor suf-
ferer.
haps to par.
When you speak evil of another you
must be prepared lo have others speak
evil of you. There is an old Buddhist
proverb which says:— ‘‘He who indulges
in enmity is like one who throws ashes to
windward, which comes back to the same
place and cover him all over.”
A fire broke* out in the roof of Mr.
Frink’s residence, in tnis city, located
near the Lake Shore R. R. depot, on
Wednesday afternoon. It being day time,
the tire was discovered early, and a timely
application of water and axes, by private
individuals, as well as engine No. 2, pre-
vented the building from being consumed.
The building was insured lor $800.
The tug Twilight is undergoing exten-
Wk have received Lippincott’s Maga
zine for March, and find it beautifully il-
lustrated and brim full of the most inter-
esting articles, written by first-class
authors. This magazine is fast gaining in
popularity, its readers unconsciously be-
come attached to it, save it up, have it
hound, and place it in their library as a
much cherished addition. For subscrip-
tion or sample copies address J. B. Lip-
pincoit & Co., 715 & 717 Market street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
- -- \
A public examination was held in the
school over which Miss Neerken presides,
in the Township of Fillmore. Our in-
formant, who is in every way competent
to judge, says the examination was splen-
did, and proved a great deal of effort on
the part of the handsome teacher; that it
was one of the finest arranged affairs ho
had ever witnessed, and closed his narra-
tive with the joke that the festivities
Oldest FURNITURE Dealer
In the city, am again ready with an entire new
Stock of /
furniture
BOTXOdf PRICES,
coniieting of all kinds of
Household FURNITURE
to nmnorona to mention:
Floor Oil Cloth,
Table Oa Cloth',
Yl 'j fl Window ShadesfTy' ,, of il] kinds
Paper at Wholesale and
Retail^
Bedroom Setts and ParUn* Setts.
Live Geese Feather,
and Feather Beds.
. i.r,., it (, o '»
Coffins and Caskets always
on hand.
Fair dealing can be relied on.
While I thank the public for tholr patronage of
the past, I hope to merit and nollclt a liberal ehare
ol U for the future.
N. B. Call and nee a moat beautiful variety of
Camp Uhalra. ornamenta, picture frame*, bracket*,
etc., etc. B. HE1D8BMA.
Holland, Jan. 1?, 1878.
A prompt delivery free of cb»rge, can
be relied upon.
ET CALIAND see.
G. VAN PUTTEN.
Holland. Nov. 1. 1877.
Fine Building Site For Sale.
'T'H E East 4b feet of Lot S In Block 86. Sit Bated
JL between J.O.Dowbnrg'aDntg More, andP. _
A A. Steketee’s General Store, on Blohth a tree L-
Inquire of / H. DOE8BURG.
Holland, April 7, 1877. Mf
A aod Fimo
ETETW STOCK
—OF —
BOOTS £ SHOES
r—Juat received at— fl .. .
E. HEROLD,
Eighth Street, City op Hollavd.
A Complete araortmentof Children'* and Infanta'
abeea fori fall and winter, and a full fine of
Ladles' and Gentleman's wear.
callIn'dIee us.
-:o>
Probate Order.
STATE OF MICHIGAN. County ol Ottawa, ea:
At a fiefudon of the Probate Court of the County
of Ottawa, bolden at the Probate Office, In the
City of Grand Haven, in said County, on Satur-
day the twelfth day of January, In the year
one thousand eight hut dred and aeveutv-eight.
Present: 8 amu *i. L. Tarn, Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the Eatate of Frank Amler.
deceased.
On reading and filing the petition, duly verified,
of Ale P. Htcgenga, administrator of said es-
tate, praying among other things that he may ha
empowered and licensed to sell certain real eatate
in said petition described for the purposes In said
__ & i - 1 . ..a r* t. rfM* ..mam la
Captain Brouwer has in view better facilb
----- --- -- . tieB for pleasure seekers and vessels. The
Mr. Henry Bosch, justice of tkepeacex vVoliin is also receiving repairs at
in the Village of Vriesland, held an in- 8clu)|8 & i3uas. shipyard. If this mild
1 HE tug l wiugui is unucrgoiug caicu- ~ . • f ..n tan* Qvnn" » *
sive repairs at Anderson’s shipyard. She closed by the singing of Quid Inng Syne [petition apt farth. Therennon it is ordered.
will be equivalent to a new boat, and ^ iu ^ 'dh the English and Dulcl1 ,anKua8CBJ ^  ^on/^e/^jnt^e^ernooSbe assigned for
f'antain wer has in better acilb _ .. i-— ~“T 7 . < the hearing of ^dpo^
quest on the body of an infant on Tues-
day last, which had died on the day pre-
vious under peculiar circumstances. Upon
investigation it was proved that child
had died from lack of nutriment and
proper care. The name of the mother
was withheld. t
tion.
numbering about 25 or 30 went to the res-
AB will be noticed from the ndvertiseA^nce of Kev. Wm. MU, pi in on Wed-
mentor Mr. F. Hummel, in this iB-ue, be H»y evening and took it by storm, en
IB making preparation, tn build a new.W mmuluneously by every door they
tannery, and has purchased a lot of Mr. ,1. /eoold find n the house. 1 ev. Gnplm
Knot, nenf the corner of Maple and Tenth I being an old veteran, stood h,8 ground
The mild weather and the scarcity of
abor, together with curiosity has inaugu-
-ated a new kind of sport on Black Lake.
pcnois ot ouaa auipyaru. .. ..... - Every fine mild day one can see doaens of
weather continues four week longer our 3 3 . .
Captains will be getting ready for naviga J^ftl'em
erecting little huts of brush in which they
sojourn while they are angling for their
game. The fish is mostly speckled bass,
and are found at preleut in deep water,
and consequently long lines are used, and
minnows, red flannel, and angling worms
are used for bait. It is a strange and
amusing sight, t® say the least.
A surprise party, consisting of mem-
bers of the M. E. Church and their friends
streets, part of which lot leads into Tai
ncry Creek. We hop^ Mr. Hummel wifi
push his enterprise wid njeet with success.
He proposes to letXbe Aork on Monday
afternoon next.
Those of Dr. J. C. Kennedy’s patients,
who have forgotten the date on which he
will be here will hereby be reminded that
he will be at the City Hotel on Friday
next, March 1st. The wonderful success
he has with these chronic and peculiar
diseases which he advertises to cure, is
growing steady, and his patients are be-
coming more numerous. Don’t forget the
date, March 1st.
,1” ia..: .. - .. v..
well, and received them with such an
open heart, that the party will not soon
forget the deep impression made.
We cheerfully recommend our towns-
men, D. Van Bruggen, as a very efficient
blacksmith and machine repairer. The
recent break in our press— a rather com-
plicated machine— was declared to be so
bad, by some professional machinists, that
it could not be mended; but Mr. Van
Bruggen immediately said he could do it,
and as a last resort we allowed him
(skeptically) to try it, and It is but fair to
confess that he has succeeded and made a
very good job of it, and therefor we say,
if you have difficult blacksmith work to
the hearing of *<dd petition and that the heira at law
of the Mid deceased, and all other peraone in-
tcrested In Mid raiate, are required to appear
at a ffexeiou of eitd Court, then to be bolden at
the Probate Office, In Grand Haven, in Mid
County, and ehow cuum, If any there be, why the
praver of the petitioner ahnufd not he granted:
And It In further ordered, that nald petitioner give
notice to the persona Interested in raid eatate. of
the pendency of anld petition and the hearing
thereof by causing a copy of thie order to be pub-
Itahed in the “Holland City N*we,” a newspaper
printed and circulated In said County of Ottawa,
for four successive weeks prevlons to said dsy of
A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUKJa L. TATE, f •
49-fiw  Judge of Probate.
I am now Bolling the Howe hewing Machine,
and will henceforth keep It for eale at my store.
Peddling machines with wagons ha* been abolished
for the simple reason that (be prices of machine*
ate too low te admit of any expense In that way.
Cell in and get bargains.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 1, 1877.
K.1KROLD.
D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,
DEALER IN
their church building for sale, and the
people of school district No. 1 of the
Township of Zeeland contemplate pur-
chhslng the same. When the building is
sold it will be replaced by a fine new
church built entirely of brick* In spite
of all the hard times the villifc of Zee-
give it up.
Now that we have no sleighing a great
many, perhaps, would suppose that our
mills and lactories would fall short of
their usual supply of bolts aR^i logs. But
now that the country people have made up
7 “ ^ - - ’ Ki.ontir J their minds that there will be no sleighing,
laod U Steadily powittg la.lte and beautyy ^  ^ coranlenced brlDgll,g it ln by
In answer to the vile article wbic4 ap-
peared in the Nev+Jourml of last week,
about us personally we would say that we
have no desire to enter in a personal quar-
0 rel, and don’t Intend to defile the coluiflns
of the News with any putrid slander, or
hurl any vituperation at Mr. Lee’s head,
personally. We are astonished to see Mr.
Lee so far forget himself, as to confess, by
' so doing, impHedly, that he got the Worst
of the argument. If your readers relish
such stuff is for them to express, and for
you to know; as for us, we will leave you
to your nvjcaii >n of your own choice.
wagon at a tremendous rate. For iostance,
at E. ' Van der Veen & Co’s stave factory,
they receive from thirty to Forty wagon
Toids per day besides several car loads.
They expect to start up about the 1st of
April, the weather permitting, with about
2,500 cords of bolls. At P. Pfanstiehl’s
shingle mill the piles of shingle bolts are
immense, and daily growing. The saw
mills are receiving logs at different points,
ami the butter tub factory is also receiv-
ing a fresh supply of timber. Altogether
the outlook for the labor market in this
city is promising.
From the proceedings of the last session
of the Common Council w e glean the fol
lowing as the most important and interest-
ing to our readers: Mr. John Roost peti-
tioned for the use of part of Lake street,
for an indefinite period of time, to use
while manufacturing brick, which petition
was referred to the proper committee. A
petition was presented by Mr. J. R. Kleyn
for a restitution of taxes on $200 personal
property— which petition was not granted,
after investigation by the committee ’to
which it had been referred. The Com.
on Order and Police again reported prog-
ress, and prayed for an extension o^ time,
which was granted. The mayor presented
a message to the Common Council mltis
Ing necessary legislation in regard to pro-
hibiting the construction of higher than
two-story frame buildings, and advising
the construction of better and more fire-
wells, by bringing it before the people at our
next annual election ; also the formation
and organization of a Fire Patrol and
Pail Brigade, and closes by laying before
them hia action, observations, and ex-
penditures during the late fire of the
JStna House— which was referred. The
present Council Rooms have been re rented
at $50, including light and fuel, and the
basement of R. Ranters for $175 per year.
The re insurance of the fire apparatus and
town-house was also ordered, and the fire-
men of Columbia Engine No. 2 were or-
dered paid their salaries, w hich amounted
to $106.75. The ordinam* concerning
the repairing of sidewalks was taken from
the table and passed. The ordinary
batch of poor bills ifero passed, and other
routine business, npd the Council ad
journed.
„ W. & H. ELFERDINK’S
JMIPIII
NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
Hollajld, - - - Michigan
Boots and Shoes
Rubbers, Slippers, etc.
Ol tho ncgtoAt rtfie* and hett qnallUci which t
•ffer cheaper thou anybody eUe. <
Makes Custom Work a
Specialty.
n R K. VAN RAALTE.
CROCKERY!
•t firm make a apeclalty of custom work.GMRm Mtuftciiou. Their price* itre lew
c it (High to compete with any bonw lu the city.
They keep conatantly oi hand t choice variety ol
Ladle* and Children •t ec* and gaiter*.
Itepairino neatly done and at
Short Notice.
84rly W. A H. ELFKRDINK.
ESTABLISHED 1855.
Western Farm Journal.
^ L A PRGGR88IVE WEEKLY
Agricultural and Family Newspaper.
Tho FARM JOURNAL ha* become too well
known to require any mention of what It ha* done
in tlj* put, or what It propose* to do in the future.
Its "Record for the Past Twenty-
Two Years.
la well before the public, and lu donutmnee
and coo lent* one week, forniah an index ae to
what each doming week will bring out. It ha* not
been auapected of lacking in enterprise, or doing
anjthinglee* than I* becoming a paper of It* close
to do. As a paper for the
Farm, Household or Fireside.
It will be found depeclahy hitereatlng and attrac-
tive, to both old and youne. Jivery department
It eiiUvened and m*dc readable by
Talented Regular CoiUHbtUovs!
And no naiiw are *pared by the publisher* to main-
tain lu high *u*dard of excellence. j.
For the current year the *nb*ciiptlou price will
remain a* heretofore, vlx: Two doUor* per tingle
copy, and one dollar and thlrth-five-cent per copy
In cluba— postage prepaid by the pnbdiher*.
We amhoriee any person who desire* to do to.
to become our agent, and wilt receive the tnbtcrip-
tion of *11 euch »t club price*, other name* being
aent afterward* a* fatt as wcured.
Beiore making up your list of paper* for the en-
suing year it will pay you to tendfor a specimen
copy, which are tent free. Address plainly, ;
Western F&rat Journal,
116 Menroe'Bt., Chicago, III.
From and after this date, l
intend to devote to this line of
trade the necessary attention,
and will keep on hand a com-
plete stock of White Granite
ami C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to
those who buy sets or in Inr^e
quantities.
Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.
g. j. vaarweuk
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10 1875.
PICTURES !. 1
Come and examine my tpecitnenn before you
decide to go elsewhere. I am now prepared to
take the finest frame photo's fort/ lower
if price th»n ever b«orc.
CARDS DE VI SITE
Are, finished In the latest etyle. pnd everybody
pronounces them chsmlng. and without «-.ci
charge*.
TO TYPES
1 Taken on the ihortuat possible notice.
Gallery opposite Post-Office.
; f V: ' , ‘
Holland, Feb 1st, 1978. 31-4\t
4I OWE NO MAN A DOLI.AU.
Oh, rto ant envy, my own dear wife.
The wealth of our next-door neighbor,
But bid mo still to be stout of heart,
And cheerfully follow my labor.
You must know the last of those little debts
That have been our lingering sorrow
Is paid this night ! So we’ll both go forth
And shake hands with the world to-morrow !
Oh, the creditor is but a shame-faced dog
With the debtor’s name on his collar,
While I’m a king and you are a queen,
For we owe no man a dollar.
Our neighbor you saw In his coach to-day,
With hU wife and his flaunting daughter,
While we sat down at our coverless board,
To a crust and a cup of water.
I saw that a tear-drop stood in yonr eye,
Though you tried your beat to conceal It ;
I know that the contrast reached your heart,
And you could not help but feel it ;
But knowing now that oar scanty fare
Has fr»eJ my neck frofti the collar,
You'll join my laugh, and help me shout
That I owe no muu a dollar 1
This neighbor whose show has dazzled^ your eyes
In fact, is a wretched debtor ;
I pity him oi*, from my very heart,
And I wish that his lot were better ;
Why, the man is the veriest slave alive ;
For Ms dashing wife and daughter
Will live in style thongh ruin should come—
So he goes like a lamb to the alaughter 1
But he foels It the tighter every day—
That terrible debtor’s collar !
Oh. what would he give oould he say with us,
That ho owed no man a dollar !
You seemed amazed— but I’ll tell you more,
Within two hours I met him.
Sneaking away with a frightened air
As If a fiend had beset him ;
Yet he fled from a very worthy man,
Whom I met with the greatest pleasure—
Whom I called by name, and foroed to atop,
Though he said he was not at leisure.
Be held mu la»t note l so I held him faat !
Till he freed my neck from the collar :
Then I shook his hand as I proudly laid,
“ Now I owe no man a dollar !’’
Ah ! now yon raile, for yon feel the force
Of the truths I've been repeating ;
I knew that a downright honest heart
In that gentle breast was beating I
To morrow I’U rise with a giant’* strength
To follow my daily labor ;
Bat ere we Bleep let us humbly pray
For trar wretched next-door neighbor ;
And we’ll pray for the time when all shall be free
From the weight of the debtor’s collar—
When the poorest will lift his voice and cry,
" Now I owe no man a dollar I”
POPPET’S CIG1BETTE.
On one of the brightest days of a
bright June, two of the fairest of fair
company, at a seat ide resort, sat beneath
a luxurious trte in a pine grove, engaged
in that richest of sweet employments,
discussing the personal qualities of Mr.
Dick Redfem, who, lucky dog, was en-
gaged to be married to one of the jewels,
whose name was Agnes Catherine Pres-
ton, but who was familiarly called
“ Poppet ” by her friends.
“My love,” said she, addressing her
companion, who lay with her head rest-
ing upon her hands, observing her
through her half-shut eyes, “ My love, I
am not above admitting to you that I
think I’ve got a pretty good sort of a
fellow on the whole. I admit that he
has a few blemishes; who has not?
There are a few points in which I could
correct him, but, taking him all in all,
I think that, with a firm hand and reso-
lute will, I can bring him into
tolerable subjection. I do not feel
•sure that a girl of your easy tem-
perament would succeed with him, but
I, being possessed of considerable vim
and fire, am convinced that the task will
occupy me but a few hours; and so I
think I am safe in permitting yon to
congratulate me on my acquisition. In
one week after our marriage we shall be
the happiest couple in the State.”
“But suppoaenekil  cks?”
’Kicks!” (this with surprised em-
phasis).
“ Yes, kicks. It seems reasonable
enough that a young fellow, who is en-
ticed ont of bachelorhood by a pretty
fair sort of a girl, will not entirely re-
linquish his independence without a
fight. And, even at the risk of making a
sworn fee of you, I should like to sug-
gest something that has probably never
entered your bead.”
“ What is it?”
“ Will you promise not to fly at me?”
“ Nonsense; I’m not a fury.”
“Very well, then. I should like just
to liint, in the most amicable way, that
you have a few slight faults of your
own.”
“ I— faults 1”
“You have some decided faults.”
“ Such as what, pray ?”
“Oh, now, that’s another thing. I
don’t profess to be able to point out the
beiims in your eye, when I am conscious
there are plenty of motes in my own.”
“Now, please— please, Molly 1”
44 Do you really want me to tell?
'Truly and honestly ?”
“Certainly,” was the faint response,
uttered with an apprehensive look.
“Well, included among the rest,”
proceeded the indomitable critic, “I
perceive a foolish obstinacy, a belief in
your own self, an inability to look be-
yond your own desires. If yon were
asked, for instance, to give up a pleas-
ure for the good of your husband, or for
the benefit of any ono else, you would
never consent with a good grace. It is
clear selfishness, mixed with a good
proportion of pride, which is, if you
will permit a dear friend to say so, ex-
tremely silly.”
“Well— well!”
-‘And-”
-‘Oh, wait a moment; let me oom-
rprehend this firs!. Obstinate, foolishly
proud, selfish— I think I have it—
450 on.”
“ No. On the whole 1 think I won’t
You’ve got it all there. All the rest of
-the flaws in your style of mind and tem-
per are subordinate to those. Correct
there radical faults, and you will be an
angel 1”
“ Oh, but I don’t admit a word
of it l”
“ Indeed 1”
Honradas, from which her companion
extracted a dainty, white paper tube,
lighted it with a practiced hand.
“Certainly not On thjjjjjontrary, I
am jure you have made wpnsi
am generous, confiding, yielding, and
amiable; but— oh, Molly, have yon got
a cigarette in your pocket ? I feel that I
cannot continue the course of my re-
marks without a stimulant.”
I am ashamed to say that the blonde-
Tiaired Molly thrust her hand into her
pocket, and pulled ont a little bunch of
She placed it between her lips, and en-
joyingly drew in a volume of smoke;
then emitted it in a slender stream, un-
til it was nearly exhansted; and then she
heard a step in the grass behind her,
and, being startled, she puffed ont the
rest through her nostnls, after the
manner of the Cabans, and looked
around.
She saw her sweetheart, Dick, tower-
ing above her, with a curious expression
upon his face. He said nothing. She
nodded, and, placing the cigarette be-
tween her lips, she put out her hand to
him. He took it, and sat down.
“By George l” exclamed he, first
bowing to Mofy.
“ What is the matter?” cried Poppet,
“lam surprised— confounded 1”
“At what?”
“At you.”
“ An excellent subject.”
‘ ‘ That’s a fact. I thought you agreed
with me the other night that this woman-
smoking is a bad habit?”
“Yes, certainly— if it is a habit. It
is dreadful.”
“Then it isn’t the smoking, it’s only
the habit you refer to, is it?”
Poppet looked puzaled. There was a
silence, a long one; meanwhile Poppet
smoked vigorously; her little clouds
puffed into the two faces beside her, and
Dick began to grow red. Finally he
got up.
“ Poppet, I’d like to speak to you a
moment.”
“Oh, dear ! What’a it about, Dick?
I can’t get up.” >
“ Very well, then.”
He looked moody.
“ Is it about smoking ?— is it ?”
“Why, yes.”
“ Oh, then, if you are going to scold,
why do you want to take me aside ? If
it is sensible, why not give Molly the
benefit of it?”
Dick looked volumes. He half
laughed and half swore. This was a
terrible sort of girl
• “ Well, then, I tell you flatly I do not
approve of it.” 1
“ That isn’t much of an argument”
“ But I hoped you would consider it
a reason. I would quit any habit that
offended you, and feel glad of the chance
of pleasing you.”
“If I adopted that principle, mercy
knows what there would be left for me
to do. You always object.”
“ I beg your pardon. ”
“ Which, I fancy, is your polite way
of telling me that I fib/’
“ As you please.” Dick’s eyes began
to light up. “Poppet, I remember
distinctly that you agreed with me that
it is on unpleasant sight to see a woman
smoke. It is useless, hoydeuish, fast,
and you know it. I expressly ask you
to throw away that cigarette.”
“ And I say expressly that I shall do
no such thing. To dare to come here,
before my best friend, and ask me to
give up one of the few pleasures I have,
simply because your Highness has come
to the conclusion that I do not show off
to advantage in a cloud of smoke 1 It is
preposterous! absurd! idiotic!”
“Poppet 1”
“And I wish you to understand, sir,
that I shall retain as many of my habits
as pleases me. It so happens that I en-
jov smoking, therefore I shall smoke on
all occasions, and what I like, whether
it is a cigarette, or a cigar, or a meer-
schaum or a clay pipes— it is all the same
tome.”
Mr. Dick Redfern arose easily to his
feet, took off his hat, made a low bow,
and went away; leaving his sweetheart
fuming and glaring and smoking, while
in her friend’s eyes there was a faint
trace of team.
“I believe it is you who are the
idiot !” said she.
“ At any rate, I shall now enjoy my
cigarette without interruption,” replied
the other, “ and to show him how little
I care for what he says, I shall go this
evening and smoke a good Havana un-
der his window. He will smell it, look
out, see me and come down, and I shall
forgive him.”
But Dick was savage. It was the
middle of the afternoon, and it was hot,
and so he brought a jug of lemonade,
and sat down in a corner of his room,
upon a Japanese faufceuil, to think over
his situation.
He sat until the hotel bell rang for tea.
He felt neither like eating nor drinking.
A man who feels he must give
up his sweetheart rarely does. He sat
until dusk. He heard them dancing,
and he knew that Miss Preston was in
the middle of the rout. He grew more
and more indignant, and more sure that
he was right and that she was wrong.
He nursed his troubled mind, and re-
called all her words. It was not the
miserable cigarette, but it was the dis-
position she showed. If she would act
thus in the delicious moments of their
courtship, what would she not be capa-
ble of doing when in the midst of the
humdrum of married life ? He reasoned
with himself that there was nothing to
do but to surrender her— to send back
her letters and pictures, and then to go
away on a sea- voyage.
It grew dark. His room, was but a
few feet from the ground, and they be-
gan to take down the Chinese lanterns
from the trees outside. Then it grew
very dark. A little breeze sprung up,
bat still he kept his three windows wide
open, and sat looking ont at the lonely
picture.
He began to feel miserable, wretched,
deserted. To be suddenly bereft of that
thing that gave his life a motive and an
objecty was to make his heart sink and
his spirit fail him.
It grew to be 11 o’clock, j The notes
of the huge bell so nded frightfully
loud. As its last stroke Sounded, he
thought he heard a noise in the room.
He looked about cautiously. By the
faint glow of the stars, which came
down through the overarching trees, he
p.rceived a man’s head rise cautiously
above the sill of the furthest window.
The body followed. Then it sank back
again. Presently he heard footsteps in
the grass just outside the window close
beside him. Then whispers. It seemed
that there were three men.
One said: “Are you sure she isn’t
in there?”
“ Yes,” was the reply ; “ I saw her in
the grove, not a minute ago.”
“Then go ahead. Get in, you two;
you’ll find the box in the top drawer of
her bureau, on the right-hand side.”
Dick then remembered that Poppet,
or rather, Miss Preston, had once occu-
pied this roem, and that she always car-
ried a great deal of jewelry about with
her at the watering-places.
Dick began to remember his boxing-
lessons. He slipped off his shoes, and
took a position behind a tall chair in the
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comer.
Slowly and noiselessly two men en-
tered the room through the first window,
and in a moment the third followed.
Dick heard them at hie bureaus.
“ Gad, they won’t find much there,
though,” reflected he.
The men fumbled everything, and
ransacked every drawer, meanwhile ut-
tering half-suppressed sounds of anger.
Dick thought he had better commence
operations. He crept out silently, and
approached them slowly. He got be-
hind them, and, with a savage blow,
knocked onrf fellow into the fire-place,
and another toward the window; but, be-
fore he could recover to attack the third,
the thief, who was as good a boxer as
himself, dealt him a tremendous blow,
and Diok staggered and fell In an in-
stant all three were upon him, and a
handkerchief was forced between his
teeth, and he was gagged, and his hands
and arms pinioned.
The one struck a match, and, while
secreting their own faces, they examined
him, and took possession of his watch
and wallet, and then made the complete
tour of the apartment. Dick heard
them at his ring-box, and he knew his
diamond studs were on the way to the
pawnbroker’s.
Suddenly one of the men whispered
an alarm.
“Hist! hist!”
“What is it?”
“ There’s a man outside the window,
sitting on a bench. There was a pause.
“ It’s a woman.”
“A woman ! don’t you see the light of
his cigar, you fool ?”
“By George, let’s get out of this !”
The smell of a Havana floated in at the
window.
“Leave everything. If we’re caught
with this stuff, it’ll be ten years in quod
at least.”
In a moment Dick was alone. He
rolled about and tried to kick.
Presently he heard a voice; a woman’s
voice. It was Poppet She was call-
ing him faintly, as if she were in pain.
“ Oh, Dick, Dick ! come and help me !
I’m so sick— so dreadful ill 1 I’m afraid
I’m going to die I”
“ It’s that Havana the little stupid has
been trying to provoke me with. I’ll let
her suffer a little,” thought Dick.
For ten minutes he lay still, until he
knew she was in the proper agony; then
he raised his heels, and beat a tremen-
dous tattoo upon the floor, which raised
the house in a minute.
When he was released he explained
matters, and, before he could get the
wondering crowd out of his chamber,
Poppet appeared at the door, white and
haggard.
Dick ran to her and led her away.
She put her aching head upon his
shoulder, and whispered:
“Oh, Dick, Dickt I’ll never-never
be such a fool again. Is there anything
else you’d like to have me give up — is
there? Oh, Dick, did those wretches
hurt you? Poor boy— poor — oh, how
my head goes around just like a t-o-p !”
“ You saved my trinkets for me.”
“ But did he think he lost hia Jcwelf”
She opened her eyes, and, by the light
of the gas, she gave him a heavenly
look and a smile.
“Never, never 1” cried Dick. ,
He then led her home to a pretty cot-
tage on the top of some mighty rocks,
where they found her father going about
swinging a watchman’s rattle, and rais-
ing a hue and cry for his lost one.
“Never mind, pa,” cried Poppet, air-
ilj. ' . ^ ,
“Never mind, indeed!” echoed the
old gentleman. “Oh, you’re there,
Dick, are you? All right, then 1”
The author feels, with this model man,
that it is time to retire. One does little
good by penetrating too far into mys-
tery. The two brewed some lemonade
without sugar, and then went and lolled
upon the wicket-gate, and gazed at the
moon and the illuminated waters, and
decided that life was pleasant.
Hydrophobia Increasing.
“ It is hard that a strong and healthy
man shpnld have to go for a dog,” said
Mr. Buckland, of Chicopee, as he was
dying of hvdrophobia last week. His
death and that of three other strong and
healthy men in MassachosettB and Con-
necticut, within a short time, from hy-
drophobia, have alarmed many people.
Two of the dogs that bit two of the men
have escaped, and how many more
deaths will result therefrom remains to
be seen. In the Connecticut valley it is
feared that rabies has been widely com-
municated. Even valuable horses and
other animals have died of it, and there
is a strong feeling in favor of killing
every dog within a circuit of thirty
The Connecticut Legislature ismiles.
considering a proposition to impose a
tax of $20 on eveiy dog, with stringent
penalties for non-payment Six deaths
Irom this disease, in various parts of the
country, have been reported within a
month— an increase that calls for decisive
steps toprevent its further spread.— iVcw
York Sun.
Chief Justice Wabneb, ’of Georgia,
says that he never saw a United States
bond, much less owned one.
[From the New York Times.]
Wounded in his affections, disappoint-
ed in his day-dreams of martial fame,
the young Count Feretti hastened from
a place that had grown hateful to him.
Every sight of the blue Adriatic, of the
white walls of the old fort, of the black-
ish-green ibexes around the villa Albani
re-opened his sore. He went to Rome
and threw himself into the very vortex
of the dissipated life of those times.
The dreadful throes which society had
undergone, the instability of fortune in
days when no one knew what would
happen on the morrow, the spectacle of
the downfall of established fortunes on
the one hand, and the, rise of colossal
wealth from nothing on the other, had
worked a complete demoralization which
at first the return of the Pope was pow-
erless to cure. The honor of men, the
chastity of women were subordinate to
the pursuit after pleasure and the thirst
of success. Men gambled like denizens
of the mad-house, women lived without
restraint. The foil philosophy of tho
Egyptians, “Eat, drink, and live,” was
in every heart and on every lip. “Who
cares for to-morrow?” was as much
the thought of the Romans then as when
Horace wrote : “ Quid sit futurum eras,
fuge queerere." It was a carnival
without end of folly and of shame.
Among the boldest libertines of that
bold time, among the wildest gamblers,
among the most successful seekers after
bonnes fortunes was Mastai Feretti. His
rare personal beauty, his wonderful
charm of conversation, his sparkling
wit, his never-failing vivacity, made him
eagerly sought after, He was, perhaps,
at that time the Grammont of the hour.
Men delighted to tell of the equanimity
with which he supported the fortunes of
the gaming-table, how he would com-
mence an anecdote while hazarding
thousands of scudi, and would finish
without a tremor in his voice when fort-
une was adverse to him. Women whis-
pered of his success in other fields, and
gossiped of the furious rivalries be-
tween certain belle donne for his
smile. Suddenly, in the midst of his
social triumphs, in the height of his
sad victories in the boudoir and the
gambling-room, Mas oi Feretti disap-
peared.
Among those unthinking votaries of
pleasure who lived in such a whirl of ex-
citement as to exclude both thought and
real affection, there were none who cared
sufficiently for the companion of their
follies to ask what had become of
him. He, the brilliant, the life-enjoy-
ing, from whose lips had flowed with
careless grace the epicurean philosophy
of the time, lay stretched in agony, God-
smitten, before the humble altar of an
obscure church in Rome. For as surely
as in the early days of Christianity, when
he thought not of it, so did God send
conviction to the heart of this young
libertine, in the midst of his excesses.
The mysteries of a heart experience, of
that second birth— that baptism of water
and the spirit which the Savior of man-
kind has explained as necessary to eter-
nal life— is not a subject for a newspaper
article. It is essentially of the spirit,
and those who think of its awful secrets
must do so with solemn preparation, and
with mind divested of earthly cares.
But the existence of such things, thongh
only few can know, all are compelled to
believe. Even those who do not accept
revelation are forced to see in the lives
of Ignatius Loyola and Mastai Feretti
and John Bunyan a transmitting energv
which turned base clay to purest gold.
Mastai Feretti, under the influence of
that mysterious power, lay stretched in
submissive agony before his God. When
lie rose up comforted the current of his
life was changed. All his wasted ener-
gies, all his broken ambitions, all his
lost affections came back with tenfold
energy, when divinely directed into a
just and noble channel. He saw his
work before him. Tho persuasive
tongue, whose golden accents had whis-
pered of guilty love to women, the elo-
quence that had delighted men, were
capable to do God service. He was an
instrument to stay the demoralization of
the age, to paint vice in its own image,
strip from its false face its alluring mask,
show the hollowness of its promises, and
the gulf to which it unerringly led.
Here ie a friend ibal) light for thee,
Be thou good fellow, and under ban.
Where have I met thee let me see—
But, tuBh 1 what matter ? a man’s a man.
This is a hand has handled sword,
So fill up thy can and clink with me ;
Oat with thy troubles -thou host my word—
Here ie a friend ahall fight for thee.
Thirty years man-at-arms was I ;
Trailed pike in Flandera— rough work thereA.
I for*- — v~i -•*•-- ---- * ’ '*Stormed forts, Backed cities— pass that by,
Also the women dragged by the hair 1
There must be soldiers. I suppose,
So long as Kings and peoples be ;
Marry, dr, ’tl* a world of blows,
But here 1* a friend ahal Iflght for thee.
u Free lanoe, freebooter,” funs the eong,
Writ by some ekulklng cierk, I wot.
never do peaceful burghers wrong ;I ver r ________ ________ _ _
Nor kies a woman, an she would not ;
Never take purae, but from the dead,
That are long past spending— unlike me,
ho seek not your gold, but good instead,
For here is the friend aboil fight for thee.
What knaves be these ? No friends of mine.
1*11 parley with them. What want ye here ?
The splash on my ruffle— pshaw ! is wine—
Will draw ou ye, dogs, if you dare come near.
Have at ye, then, without a word—
Man enough yet for two or three.
Old fellow, thou host one friend— thy sword,
For this is the friend that fights for thee !
—Harper's Magazine for March.
PITH AND POINT.
Fish as a Legal Tender.
In some pleasant rcminiscenceB of the
early Wisconsin bar, a writer in the
Milwaukee Sentinel tells the following
anecdote of Judge Frazier : “ In a case
where a judgment had been obtained
against a party by the name of Lott
Blanchard, an application was made for
a stay of execution for one year, under
the statute then in force, which author-
ized it to be done where the debtor could
show that he had no property. Blanch-
ard appeared before the Judge, who
questioned him as to his means to pay
the judgment, and the reply was that he
was destitute of any property. He was
then asked what his business was. and
he replied a fisherman. H. N. Wells
was the attorney for the creditor, and
the Judge, on finding that the debtor^
was
addressed
willing to pay the judgment in fish,
r d Mr. Wells and told him that
or not was never informed.”
War* Horrors.
Horrible stories are told by the cor-
respondents in the Russian camps con-
cerning the mortality of sick and wound-
ed prisoners. At Fratesti a corre-
spondent come upon a party of Russian
soldiers digging huge graves, and near
them were four ghastly piles of dead ly-
ing in heaps of four or five feet in thick-
ness, with their ragged and half-clad
forms entangled in horrible confusion as
they had been emptied out from the
dead- carts.
Corn bred— Poultry.
Idol hands — Chinamen.
Fools and their back hair are soon
parted.
To a young lady who sighs— Whatter
yer sigh ?
Electric belles— Female telegraph
operators.
Skeptics are like consumptives — they
are always scoffing.
It is an entomological fact that Chris-
tirn big-bugs are in- sects.
Should yon cochineal, what would you
do with it ? Let it dye, of course.
Young ladies like naval officers because
they belong to the marry -time service.
A song heard by a hive : “ Bee it ever
so humble, there’s no place like comb.”
If your dinner-bell has lost its clap-
per, your can still have yonr napkin-
ring.
A Whitehall young man says he does
his courting striitly by parlor-mentary
rules.
Don’t go to law. If you feel that
way, go sit on a bramble-bush or crawl
through a sewer.
The present time reminds one of
Thanksgiving. Turkey is dished, and
everybody wants a peace.
The days , of knighthood have passed
away, yet about every tramp you meet
is incased in a coat of alms.
“ If there is no hell,” asks an Amer-
ican paragrapher of the period, “how
could an Englishman spell ‘London’?”
“JWhat, children ! Playing soldiers
on Sunday?” “Yes, mamma, but we
are singing, ‘Onward, Christian Sol-dier.’” r*
ho must receive fish in payment, at the
same time giving the debtor explicit or- _ ___
dem t0 deliver ‘good »nd not stinking ing her baby brother'' who Ta/mnkTng
fish.’ Whether the fish were ever paid a ereet fuse over havine hie face ™Bhe<l
“Yet, friend Beecher,” said a Quaker
to him yesterday, “if there is no such,
place, how will thy good intentions be
utilized ?”
Little girl (who likes to dnve horses
aud play ball)— “I wish God would
smash me all to pieces and make me
into a boy.”
We judge that Mark Twain has been
imitating Air. Jonah to some extent
“ Latterly,” he says, “ I have been down
in the mouth.”
Somebody thinks Dr. Holland’s last
poem is “ almost intoxicating in its
beauty.” A sort of Holland gin, we
suppose.— Loiceff Courier.
“Who’ll be the historian of the
Murphy movement ?” asks an exchange.
Wouldn’t a commen ’tater answer l— New
York Commercial Advertiser.
“ Is this the Adams House?” asked a
stranger of a Bostonian. “Yes,” was
the reply, “ it’s Adams House until you
get to the roof— then it’s eaves.”
Oil has been struck in the Black
Hills. For the benefit of gentlemen
who havs been interviewed by the na-
tives of that region, wo hope it is hair-
oil.
Don’t get excited, and if you owe any
ono a debt go at once and pay it, if pos-
sible.— Li&erty Herald. The fellows
that owe people never do get excited.
They’re always cool enough. It’s the.
creditor side of the house that's troubled
with irregular respiration.— JSreaA/a^
Table.
“ Ma, dear,” said a little girl at a mati-
nee the other day, “ what does this mean
at the foot of my programme—* P. T.
0.’?” “That, my darling,” replied
mamma, “means ‘please turn over.’”
“Why,” returned the little miss, after
a pause, during which the harlequin
threw a double somersault into a gro-
cer’s window, “I thought only clowns
could do that. "—Judy.
One by one all the comforts of tills
life are taken away from the toiling
millions. It used to be a great consola-
tion for us to think in our poverty that
none of our rich neighbors could ever
get to heaven. Now, alas 1 we are as-
sured that there is no place else for them
to go 1 Oh, woful times I Oh, wretched,
harsh and inconsiderate world [—Bur-
lington Hawk-Eye.
The 5-year-old daughter of an Eighth
street family the other day stood watoh-
a great fuss over having hio face washed.
The little miss at length lost her pa a
tienoe, and, stamping her tiny foot, saidV
“Youthiukyou have lots of trouble,
but you don’t know anything about it
Wait till you’re big enough to get a
lickin’ and then you’ll see— won’t he,
mamma T— Cincinnati Breakfast Ta-
The heirs of Brigham Young have
failed to agree over the distribution of
the property, and the most scadalous
kind of a lawsuit seems imminent. The
contestants will probably be the twenty-
five wives or their heirs.
__ _ . . __ _______ _ _ — _ _ _
PRESIDENT HAYES AS A LOVER.
How He Wooed and Won MIw Lury Ware
Webb.
[Washington Cor. Boston Post.]
It is nearly forty years since Ruther-
ford B. Hayes, a mere lad, visiting the
town of Chillicothe, Ohio, met his future
wife, then a little girl 8 or 10 years
of age. It was a boyish fancy ou his
part, but attraction is so characteristic of
.1 •r~rr it e *1 1.1 __ a. k« imrwrr
the Webb family that those who knew
hit mother and were intimate with the
family say that the charm which be-
gnilecl young Rutherford has clung to
all her kindred. Dr. Webb died about
1843, leaving the widow with two bovs
and a girl to educate. A devoted moth-
er at once laid aside all thought of ber-
somehow to keep up their spirits, and
have always a volley of “ chaff” at the
service of the stranger who may favor
them with a visit.
Crude Wagons.
The Bulgarian wagon is an interest-
ing piece of mechanism ; the fellies of
the wheels are about six inches in width,
made in eight pieces, fastened together
at the ends by wooden dowel pins, but
there are no tires of any sort to bind the
wheel together, and yet they manage to
haul heavy loads upon these vehicles.
The axles are of wood, and when the
wagon is in motion the caterwauling
sounds that are emitted from these axles
defy all description.
self, and resolved to spend the re-
mainder of her days in the development
of her children. Joseph and James
were placed at school at the Wesleyan
College in the town of Delaware, Ohio,
and thither Mrs. Webb removed with
her daughter, Delaware was at that
time the home also of Mr. Hayes. The
boyisn fancy had not lost any of its
charms, and, though young, Hayes was
now man grown. He still clung with
affectionate regard to the sweet face
which met him in childhood’s simplicity
as he walked through the streets of his
native town. The Webb boys finished
their collegiate course, and now the
daughter, budding into womanhood,
must have her share of the polish and
refinement of the education of the gen-
tler sex. Rev. Dr. McCabe, the Presi-
dent of the college at Delaware, pointed
out the Wesleyan Female College at
Cincinnati as the most admirable of the
female institutions of learning in the
West, and so the mother and sons re-
moved to that city, the latter studying
for the medical profession, while the
mother and her daughter made their
home at the college. While she was
here young Hayee, who had entered the
bar, also removed to Cincinnati to prac-
tice his profession. Gen. R. B. Mitch-
ell and Congressman S. S. Cox both re-
late their recollections of the buoyant
and modest young man who boarded at
the same residence — a large house, kept
by a Mrs. Folsom— and how he was then
striving to build up a business and gain
professional fame. He liad been in the
city but a short time when it seemed to
him equally to be his duty to look after
a partner in life, and the one thought
emboldened him to call upon Miss Lucy
Webb at the college. His card was
handed to Miss Webb, who had foigot-
ten she ever knew such a person as R.
B. Hayes, and was still further convinced
that there must be a mistake on his part
in sending for her. As she came into
the parlor, on the ground floor of the
building, and saw Mr. Hayes, she pro-
tested that he had made a mistake, that
she did not know him and it was not
necessary to further explain why he had
intruded himself. A lawyer was not to
be put down with any such special
pleading, and, recalling eyente of
^yelve years past, he oenvinced the
CHEW
The Celebrated
“Matchless”
Wood Tag Plug
Tobacco.
The Pioneeb Tobacco Company,
New York, Boston and Chicago.
Aching Heads and Uneasy Nerves
Are often soothed by Hostetler’s Stomach Bit-
ters, because that searching corrective com-
pletely removes the causes of brain and nerve
excitement, which are to be found in the de-
rangement of the stomach, and of its associate
organa, the liver and towels. It is a truth
which cannot bo too earnestly insisted upon, that
the effect of mere sedatives and narcotics, like
bromide of potassium, valerian, chloral hydrate
and opium, is loss appreciable the longer they
are nsed, and that they can never permanently
relieve nervous excitability, because they can-
not remedy the weakness and organic derange
ment which lies at its roots. Hostetter’s Bitters,
however, can and does cure nervous maladies,
for the reason already stated. Sick headache,
restlessness at night, vertigo, mental heaviness
and depression of spirits, as well as the dyspeptic
condition of the stomach, and torpidity of the
liver and bowels, which give rise to them, are
entirely obviated by this benign alterative tonic.
BILLIARD TABLES
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ANY MN OF SENSE
Who wishes to ssre dollsrs will send for free Price-list.
WeseU on trisL We psj freight. Be your own A*ent
and save oommliilons— Five-Ton Hay Beales, complete
(none better), #50. Bend for free Price-list all sUe
Scales and judge for yourself. JONHS OF BINGHAM
TON, Binghamton. N. Y.
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Wnrrrooiuis 18 East 14th 8t.»
ll.siiiiihHlied 1834.) WPW YOWL*
Term* Caay.-M)•hli*.
... K. LAND
Street. Chic
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To Housekeepers.
The attention of heads of families ia respect-
fully invited to the superior quality, in every
respect, of Dooley’s Yeast Fowl re. It ia en-
tirely free from adulteration of any kind, and
every package contains absolute full weight.
Conaumera ahould bear in mind the fact that a
strictly pure, full weight baking powder, al-
•h it coata a little more than the adulter-thougl
ated, cheap, light weight, or bulk powdera, is
by far the cheapest, both in purae and health.
\oung lady that, if she did not remem-
ber the visitor, at least be had___ ___ _______ __________ _____ the ad-
vantage of a multitude of facta to prove
that he had known her from early child-
hood. And so the spell which had led
him captive so many years took them
both back to the beginning, and she,
recognizing in his fidelity the creation
of her own charms, received his devo-
tion, and with it the affection which had
nurtured it. While Mrs. Webb wjS
completing the arrangements for her
daughter’s wedding, the excellent bride-
groom won an important case in the
courts, and the happy couple found the
course of their love running smoothly.
Physicians have long prescribed Dr.
Graves’ HEART REGULATOR as a relief and
cure of Heart Disease, for the simple reason
that they have seen its favorable workings in
all the many forms of disease the Heart is liable
to, and it can truly be recommended as a sci-
entific remedy for that dreaded of all diseases,
whose subtle workings are not usually seen un-
til the patient is beyond ordinary help. Among
the many forms of Heart Disease are Palpita-
tion, Enlargement, Spasms of the Heart, Stop
page of the Action of the Heart, Trembling all
over and about the Heart, Ossification or Bony
Formation of the Heart, Rheumatism, General
Debility and Sinking of the Spirits. Weoaa
pronounce Dr. Graves’ HEART REGULATOR
a certain remedy, and advise you to use it.
Send your name to F. E. Inoallb, Concord, N.
H., for a pamphlet containing list of testimo-
nials of cares, etc.
For sale by druggists at 50 cents and 1 1 per
bottle.
piCTORIAL
HISTORlf oftheU.S.
JJXififS? fMtwlw lllrvf^^SRwr1 TOWUhed.
It oonUini over 600 fine hfitorlcel enfravlnM and
1,120 paces, and aeUa at alch> Send Tor ipeclmeo
pafee and extra tarma to aaenta, and aa* whj It sella
inter than any other book. Addrees
NATIONAL PUBLISHING GO.. Ohioaco. UL
BABBin’S TOILET SOAP.
iPi UeH vailed for theToilet and the Bath.No vtldctal anddeceptive odor* tocover coinmun anddeleUrloui ingredi-ent!. After yi-anol
tclentlfic eiperlment
the manufacturer ol
B. T. BMiU't Bt*
BMp hai perlecled
ofTm to tb«
Worth ten tlmeilUciHt to every mother andJamllylnChrl.tvndom.
BampL box, containing 8 cake* of t on. each, lent free to any a*-
drni oa receipt of 15 cent*. Addre**
A FARM AND HOME
OF YOUR OWN.
NOW IS THE TIME TO SECURE IT,
DR. WARNER’S
HEALTHCORSET
WilA Skirt S^portrrand
Unsquiled for Beauty, Style A Comfort
Approved by All Phimcurb.
For Sale by LcatUua Mercbanta
Sample*, any alte. bv null. In Rat-
teen.fl.fiO: Oootll, Sl.TU; Nnr*in*Cor.
.... -- — aeL tlUU; Mlaaea’ Coraet, $1 00.
AGOBSKnPS •OTAJMTJSXD
WARNER BB Jg.* 361 Bfadway, N. Y.
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CLOCKS
WORK FOR ALL
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CONSUMPTION !
Statements from Physician, and Pattenta, oartifloaUa «rf
actual cores, Ac., Ac., given In the clroular around each
bottle, or ooplee *^5^5305
A SOURCE OP GREAT ANXIETY.
Borrow, Mam., June IML
Mr daughter has reoelred great benefit from the use
of veoitine. Her declining health waa a aouroa of
great anxiety to all of her frianda. A few bottiae ff ti-~
Veoetimx restored her healUi^atren^Ui wid^appetite.
• a wv . .t n_a _ a — * — - —Inaoranoe and Real Eitale Agent,
No. tt Sean Building.
Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.
landreths*
SEED WAREHOUSE,
PHILADELPHIA*
Db. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discov-
ery will cure a cough in one-half the time ne-
cessary to cure it with any other medicine; and
it does it, not by drying it up. but by removing
the cause, subduing the irritation, and heahag
the affected parts. Bold by druggists.
ONLY FIVE DOLLARS
FOR AN ACRE
Of the best Land In America. UOMOO A«m tnEaaU
ssnieTiifirF.'
1HE CHEAPEST & BEST
, We wlah to cal! attention to
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It baa over been our practice,
owing to the force of climatic
Influenooa, to rnlao full-alr.cd
Onions from Sot#, SccdllngH,
_ or Huttons, as they are Indlf-V f eren t Ijr called, Ute growth of the
preceding year, and not direct from the seed proper ; a* a
result In a long aerie* of yeare, generations oa genera,
tlona of Onions, a habit baa been oonflnned and eatab-
llshed of preoociona bulbing; conaeqaentiy (black) aeed
raised here in the southeastern ooimer of Pennsylvania,
..... . ^   with It, itwhen tran.portod northward, earriee I  la be-WIXOI1 LIOlIDjnyi iwi uwa vw  rea w f ---- -re — — ---
lleved, the fixed habit of early ripening, and crops of
..... .... "-ntly predicted, may be produced
seed in advance of the aeaeon.
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pontive rvmedy tor Dropsy and !! Ulaeaac* of
ALtdueya. Bladder and Urioary Or-
ns. Hunt’s Kcmedy I* purely regvtable and
pn-pared expreaaly for tlic above dlvesKi.
cured thouMuda. Kvenr bottle warranted, .‘'end
E. Clarke, Providence, IlL.fbrllluitratedpauiph
If your druggtrt donl have It. ne will order it ft)
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Paid to Agent# on two very eleg»nt and valnable liooka
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44* (north of laL of Toronto, Canada), gave the most” rm l Ut. x 1 i u o ; ui raoav
urp rising reanlte ; another, with the aame varietv, In
Nebraska, latitude 4P, excited the highest admiration—
not a ilnKio etlff-neck waa obwrvpd.
ERN onion growera and deiUere In seed.
We aspeclally commend the KARLY RKD— Il ls In-
fer it hi the best liniment in the world. It will
certainly prevent diphtheria, and will relieve
croup and asthma Instantly.
The Chicago Ledger— the beat Story
Paper in the West Bend five cents and get
two copies. _
The Farmer.
When a farmer can so manage his
farm rr to make “ both ends of the year
meet,” even if it be with the most rigid
economy, he should be contented with
liis lot. If we take a survey of the busi-
ness men of our villages and cities, we
find that only three or four in a hundred
realize a competence for old age. Then
imagine the unhappiness of those who,
sooner or later, fail to support them-
selves and their families respectably—
the cares and anxieties that constantly
produce pangs and tortures that no far-
mer ever felt. These men may ap-
parently lead pleasant lives, as the out-
side world cannot witness the emotions
of a man who doily strains every finan-
cial nerve to meet his notes falling due
at the bank. The time between 1 and
3 o’clock every day in the city of New
York brings more anxiety to business
men than all the farmers of the United
States realize in a lifetime.
No, farmers, your lot is not a hard
one. Your food may be plain, and the
cuts of your coats may not be as fashion-
able as those of the merchants of the
day; but when you he upon your pil-
lows your repose is stnnd and sweet.
The horrors of protested notes seldom
keep yon awake at night; and in the
morning, as you go around to feed vonr
flocks, and view your crops, that have
visibly grown wpile yon were in the
arms of Morpheus, you may take more
real enjoyment of life in one hour than
many city merchants and manufacturers
do in a year. Our advice, therefore, is,
be not discouraged. The tunes may
now be hard; but yon are promised
“ seed-time and harvest” to the end,
and with hard labor and judicious man-
agement you come out in the end vic-
torious.— i&cAanflie.
Bo you want a good Story Paper?
Such in The Chicago Ledger. Bend five cents
for two copies.
Expose the Fraud.— Patent medicine
venders are now putting up Condition Powders
in packages as largo as a nigger's foot for 25
cents, but they are utterly worth less. One
small package of Sheridan’s Condition Powders
are worth a dray load of them.
Two copies of The Chicago Ledger
sent to any address for five cents.
TO CONSUMPTIVES.
The advertiaer, having been permanently enred ef
that dread disease, Consumption, by a simple remedy, is
anxious to make known to bis fellow-sufferers the means
of cure. To all who desire it, he will Mudacopyof the
prescription used (free of charge), with the directions
for prepnrinir and using the same, which they will find a
buhk Gunk for Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis,
* P-rtl* .Uhta.
194 Penn Street, Willlamiburgh, N. Y.
ADVERTISING
rO REACH READERS OUTSIDE
OF THE LARGE CITIES.
oompare^ superior to the ’’ Wethersfield " or "New
ver Skin. Prices (unpreoedantodlv low) on appU'’*’1«"
1.600 Acre* 1.
EVERY TOWN on the#* books AT ONCE, wa will give
SPECIAL AND UNUSUAL COMMISSIONS
to Agents who apply within TWENTY DATA W> mmn
butinru I Send for Circular*. Term*, etc., etc., to the
AMERICAN PUBf.fHHINO CO. <TMr.ro tM.
THE
HOOD OLD
STAND-BY.
SONS.
Choirs, Sill Schools, kies
SHOULD USB
Ws represent over 1.000 Newspapers, hiving week*
ly circulation ol over 600,000 Copies, divided
Into six different lists, covering different
sections of the country.
The Salutation (4™ ).°r Zion
(,?r6”)’orThe Encore (jlZ.), or
' Erkins’ Singing School (K).
Advertisements received for on# or more lists. For
catalogues, containing names of paper* and othar In-
formation, and for sotunatss, address
BCAL8 * FOSTER,
il Park Haw (Tti— BetlMtagL Raw Yark*
Johnson’s Chorus Choir
Instruction Book
The first two are firat-olaai Ohuroh made book*, by
L. 0. Emerson and W. O. Perkins, and have full Initruc-
tive con rat's. The last three are flttt-d especially tor
Binging School* by the very beat talent. Now for a
plntad Winter and Spring Binging Clssa I j
wm)
Five of them are:
PROF. BEDFORDS UTTER SHOWING SUPERKMTY
OF THIS ARTICLE OVER AU OTHERS.FOR SOAP
MAKING. SENT FREE BY MAIL ON APPLICATION
TO H.M. ANTHONY 104 PFAnF ST NFWYORK.
The Greatest Discovery of the Age i* Dr
Tobias’ celebrated Venetian Liniment I 80 yeare before
the public, and warranted to core Diarrhea, Dysentery,
Colic and Spasms, taken internally ; and Croup, Chronic
Rheumatism, Sore Throat*, Cuts, Bruises, Old Bores,
and Pains in the Limbs. Back and Cheat, externally.
It haa never failed. No family will ever be without
after once giving it a fair trial Price, 40 cents DR,
TOBIAS’ VENETIAN HORSE LINIMENT, in Pint
Bottles, at One Dollar, is warranted superior to any
other, or NO PAY, for the cure of Colic, Cuts, Bruises,
Old Sores, etc. Bold by all Druggists. Depot— 10 Park
Place. New York. _
OUR PERFECTED BUTTER
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PERFECT
BUnER!llllli
fOf?
Cou&H$
_ A N D .
old
Cough, Cold, or Sors Throat,
FOOT LATHES
! iZSLSSSft
KIT Rend form for Illustrated Prico-LUt,
Window 8hi
The Toilers of the BiYer.
The average number of washerwomen
m Madrid, opain, is said to be 14,000;
for the chief extravagance of the nation
is a mofusion of snowy linen. And there
the women are to be seen all the year
equattbg hi their bancas, or wooden
boxes, up to the elbows in soap-suds and
the shallows of the stream. The work-
ing time is eleven hours a day, the wages
are 18 pence, and the exposure in winter
terrible when the thermometer has fallen
many degrees below the freezing point
and the biting winds are sweeping down
from the Guadarama. Yet they manage
. ___ _ : ________
$10 lo $25^32VIU uvlv
U FFOUD’8 iONH.
i&sr
SCROLL SAWS, LATHC8,
im«tior»* Tool*,Mgchanics’ and Ar
Detlxai. Faaey Wood* , Ac. Uw Price*.
Send Rump for larxe CaUlana. -
JOHN WILKINSON,
Importer and Dealer,
_ U A 55 Lakt Street, Chleaga.
FREE! FREE! FREE! &!§££»
Itequi-v* ImmedJnto attention, ns neglect
oftentimes results In some Incurable Lung
disease. BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
re a simple remedy, and will almost in-
variably five immodiata relief.
SOLD BY ALL CHKXISTS and dealer*
*n medicines.
POND’S
EXTRACT
celled, even In (fid and obstinate
_ 8pe-
lybeex-
CHAP
The relief 1« so prompt that no one who
has ever tried it will be without it
MEXICAN MU8TAN6 LINIMENT.
FOR MAN AND BEAST.
Estabushid 36 Ycabs. Alvay* cure#. Always
ready. Always handy. Haa never yet failed. Thirty
mlliont hare Med it. The whole world approve
the glorious old Moeteag— tk* Beet and Cbeapeat
liniment In exlatenoa. SS Mata a bottle. The
Mustang liniment ouree whea » oUtlnc elao wUL
SOLD BY ALLMBPIOPS VENDERS. _
SANDAL-WOOD.
Belshazzar, .
Don Munlo, •
Joseph's Bondage,
Prodigal Son,
Walpurgis Night,
. Butterfield. $1.2o
Dudley Buck. 1.50
. Chadwick. 1.25
. . Sullivan. 1.25
. Mendelssohn .80
Belahatzar and Joeeph'a Bondage are dramatized, and
an aplendld musical dramas.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. Dlteon <b Co., J. E. DlUon di Co..
843 Broadwav. N. Y. 922 Oheatnnt St.. Phils
A positive remedy for all diaeaaeeof the Kidneys
Bladder and Urlaary Organ* t aim, good In
Dropsical Complolnta. 1 1 never prod uceaalckneaa,
la certain and speedy in 1U acUon. U ia fart luperaedlng
all other remedies. Sixty capsule# cure in >lx or eight
day*. No other medicine can do, thla.
Beware of Imitation*, for, owing to tu gre*. *afr
oees, many have been offered ; some are mort dangerous,
causing pUee.Ae.
D UNDAB DICK Ac CO.»» Oennint m/l Ox?*
tulet, containing Oil of Sandal- Wood, *>14 at all Prvg
Store*. Jtk/or circular, or vend for oaeto and AI
WootUr tired, ffm Ynrk _ .
0. N. U. No. 8
T1THEN WHlilNU TU AAIVEHTASKKB*
VI pleas* ear yon urn Um art wertiaemea#
IrttClsaaaMC ___ u _
. f
TIIVIES
SOME GfrXlOWHr.
5 Ten-Cult Pap for 25 Celts. 8 Meit Pap tor 25 Celts.
VARIETIES ASSORTED TO ORDER.
QUALITY unsurpassed. QUANTITY Mot reduced.
M Your lentat For Tim. Iritfi Ft Bern.
in«.,«ve,Dta r.trcA«
rough weather. It removes the eoreneea
androng"
th rtL'ST1 M^eill> and
Pain* ihould be one day without Pond a
-ioS^CoTFoHS,
wcatfier triva the
Have Pond’e Extract
___ It relieves the iwiu and
rMtPAS til A fllRPRRA
SOREL
ED
bl
TiCaOl UaeO-Dail, v/ftvyp a^aMaaw W.
PL BLIBHING HOUSE, 33 Boae Street, New York. ^
.Jy relieves the pain and finally Cure**.
BORE THROAT, QUINSY. INFLAMED
TONSILS AND AIR PASSAGES
are promptly cured by the usoof Poud'e
F.xtaact. It never fni la.
iRY and UiHISTO
POND’S
.. .... Jses of %tnd*H Fxiract, in
pamphlet form, rent f ree on a; plication to
A fall inpply for yoar Garden. YOUR ORDER, enoloalng CASH, will Le filed, POSTAGE
FREE, Peas, Beans, and Corn excepted, for which 2 cents per pap* mt/A ht added for postage.
Address DAVID LANDRETH k SONS,
StaAiadelplkla.
1500 ACRES owned PENNSYLVANIA,
and cultivated ^  NEW JERSEY,1 WISCONSIN,
the States of VIRGINIA.in SEEDS. Farms in i1784
tip* COMPARE THESE WITH €OMBlUttMfi9 SEEDS, -gg
^tU'iiUTs’ (Column.
'Truit Growing In the United States.-
In order to give our renders some idea
of the extent to which fruit growing is
carried on in this country, we give below
m few extracts from President YVlhlcr’s ad-
dress on this subject:
“At the time of the organization of the
American Potnological Society, tho'-dimi*
sation of fruits for the market, or fonet-
porkMipn, was limited to a few of ih^bldef
States. Thtf fine applegrowing sqp||f|i|,
was bounded by the Mohawi; River in tho
north, and by the James River in ttyg
south. Fruit growing iu this section was
confined principally to apples nod peaches;
but very few of the latter found their way
to tho markets of the North, while straw-
berries and other small fruit were scarcely
to be seen, except in Jhe locality,, where
they were raiaertj Hut now aipwKf|j«ry
f- learner from New York for Liveffiool or
London, in the fall and winter mrtnthi;
takes apples varying from five hundred to
three thousand barrels. Iu December
The Scientific American.
TiilTY TUlHD YEAR.
1HE mi P3PDIAH SCIENIIHC PAPER
• IN TIE WORLD.
ONLY $S.50 A YEAIt, INCLUDING POSTAOK.
WEEKLY, tt NUMBERS A YEAR.
. 4,000 BOOK PAGES.
pHK SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN If a Urge First
Class Weekly Newspaper of sixteen paaea.
printed in the most bcautlraf IItJc. prqfyftiy m*-
fratfil with splendid Migrating*, rcprcsohtlng the
HnylneerWg, Steam Kn-’lneering. Railway. Mining
Civil, Gas unit Hydraulic. Engineering, Mill work.
Iron. Steel and Work: Chemistry and Chemical
procures: Electricity, Lteht. Hcnl. Sound: Tech
uolo^y, Photography, Prlt
Now i*roct-sses
tnlning to
tg y,
n. New 1
inting. Now Machinery,
•o , Recipes, Improvements per-
Textile Indue ry, Weaving, Dyeing,
Coloring, New Industrial Products. Animal, Vege-
table, and Mineral: Jlew and Interesting Facts In
Agriculture, Horticulture, the Home, Health, Medi-
cal I’ropre**, Social Science. Natural History, Geol-
°B,f he most vaMablt* pracMcal- pajiiis. by eminent
writers in all departtnentsof Scleare* will be found
In the Scientific American; the whole presented
In pedlar language, free from technical terms, II-
ttstfuled with ongraviugs, and so arranged as to
interest and Inform all classes of readers, old and
Chancery Sale.
OTATE OF MICHIGAN: The Clrcnlt Court forO tho County of Ottawa-Iu Chancery.
Ann Robinson, Complainant.
vs.
Thomas Robinson, I^endert Van
den Ondcn, Hendrik Rlngulberg
and Jan Fondae, Defendants. j
In pursuance andhv virtue of a decree of said
Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa. In Chan-
rCefy: made and entered In the ahovo. entitled cause
'on ‘the ;Sd day of Februan’. ,A. D- 1877. Aooce
ih Atuhy gitw, that on ,tJio ninth day of
Search, A. D. 187S, ** ** o otock m the
forenoon, at the front doorof the Cotirt Howe,
in thoCity of Grand Haven, in said County of Otta-
wa. I, thr subscriber, a Circuit Court Commission-
er, to and for said County, will sell, at public auc-
tion. to tho highest bidder, the lands and premises
described In said decrco. to-wit: the south east
quarter of the south-west quarter of section twenty-
foof in town seven north of range fourteen west,
excepting oncacro In aouth-east corner, eight rode
east amt west and twenty rods north and south,
and situate In said Oouuty of Ottawa and State
EDWIN BAXTER,
Circuit Court Commissioner in and for Ottawa
(Haifa UiolflqQii., i, k. ,
Wm. N. Anoki., Comviainant's Solicitor. 49-7w
_ ______ gci
ypuug. The Bcientlflc American Is promotlve of
knowledge and progress In uTorycommnnlty where
U circulates. Ii should have a place In every fami-
ly, Reading Room, Library, College or School.
, Terms, Sa.-JO per year, $160 half year, which In-
fliree inousanu oarroie. U i prepajment of po.'tage. Discount to Clubs
last, ninety tl.ou«n« barrel, of America | W;*
apples were landed ^t Liverpool. j t pnbllshere, 87 Park How. Nflw York.1
The estimate by Ujo Government, for the : PATENTS. iihcTS^ M^rifSlwa A
centcnniftl vear, fnrnislied the following | Co. areSollcltorsof A^riranaudW^fgn Patem
statistics of Uie truit culture of our country. SeluJ arfobuSe^o^Se bLttorms.n M^ddlof
The number of acres under cultivation in
US
orchards, vines, and small fruits is esti-
mated at 4,500,000. The number of trees
:s estimated as follows: Apples, 112,000,-
000, pfiWft 28,260,000, peaches, 112,270,-
000, gff.pevUl.SM.OOO; total, *98,71)0,000.
The estijiiated, tilue^f Jruit product is:
Applod, 150,400,000, pears, |If 130,000,
peaches, |56. 135,000, grapes, $2,118,900,
strawberries, $.),000,000, other fruits $10,-
432,800, making a grand total of $138,210,-
700, or nearly equal to one half of the
value of our entire wheat crop.”
Michigan U a great fruit producing
State, (hd many parts of itfully up t«»New
York. The crop of apples in this State Is
estimated at $2,000,000. peaches at $1,000,-
0 1 0. and other fruits at $1,000,000, making
:i total of $4,000,000.
Selecting Seel Corn.
I have been improving my corn by se-
lecting the first ears that get ripe, and this
is my seventh year since I began this
practice, always planting the largest and
best developed ears. For the Inst seven
years I have rejected the tips and butts of
the ears, shelling off all grains that are not
well developed. To day 1 have as good,
sound, well dev^lojed ears asmyr man
can raise, and filled to the vefj.’jtip— so
much ap Unit there -is no room for another
grain, ;I made my corn much
earlier by gathering the first ears that get
ripe. The reaian why I reject the tip
grains is this— they are not bo well de-
veloped and will not come up so strong
and make so rank a growth.— to
Ohio Farmer.
Keeping Eggs.
A farmer who has given much attention
to raising eggs for market publishes the
following as his method of preserving
them: “My mode of preparation was to
varnish the eggs as soon after they were
laid as possible, with a thin copal varnish,
taking care that the whole shell was cover
fed with varnish. I subsequently found
that by painting the eggs with fresh albu-
men, beaten up with a little salt, I pre-
served them equally well and for as long
a period. After varnishing or painting
with albumen, I lay the eggs upon rough
blotting paper, as I found that when they
were allowed to rest till dry on a plate or
on the table, the albumen stuck so fast to
the table or plate as to take a chip out of
the shell. This is eniitely obviated by the
use of blotting paper. 1 pack these eggs
inboxes of dry bran.” By this means,
the writter adds, eggs are preserved so
perfectly that after six months they have
been mistaken for fresh laid eggs, and he
thinks they can be kept good for a year.
.Kt t- ii
Ined, and nd-
tide American «f all Inventions patented tbrnojch
and have Uie urg
I'atents are obtain
new Inventions and 8'
vice free. A epeelnl nnttoe
tle o vent. ^ ^ ____ ,
this Agency, with the name end residence of
Patentee. Public attention is thus directed to the
merits of the new patent, and wiles or introduction
often effected. ' /
Any person who has Wade • new discovery or in-
vention. esn ascertain, free of charge, whether a
patent can probably be obtained, by wilting to the
nmlcndctird. Address for the paper, or concern
lug patents. MUNN 3k GO.,
07 Park Row, New York.
Branch Office, Co. F & 7th Sta^ Washington, I). C.
Yea^
Johnston's
i0
'V
PENSIONS
pr«cira4rof*rtrf Soldier dlMblod In th* P. a.
tarries by wonndr. acai leot.il Injurlr*, li-mU >*r
mptora, Ion «f sight or htArlny, or ii .«•»»* «>l
|uu(S, Ueirt, eyes, or rtwUj!i itum, r ,r iu..* , ns,
pilM. falUn* bock of KMnelM, or f irume O.ar*
rboiL Bren thtlors of a ftntfer, or «<»e,«r »b*
ether Injory, d:»"Manrser!i1etit.e!ii tlMS*''t'l*r
tS psiw.oo. PeoiiouS and U.juUsb '•bluu«I
vhrro discbsrr** era !«•*. N wd ec-i» v * ot>-
U n-lin»»c mL30F::TiB*r*ib to All.
aQl.DlXaSdl«-\ixrn-+liat WOU..DH, ItClTL"*.
«r(u>-Maatslloinry,uuilsrMwlA«<. CKN^IOV i
l.VCRBASEO Nnsrlr smy p«iv oner tr WUlf
sutmed U> an Increase. Under tits • .1 I < » p»:.-
slonersoonid notdr.iwi«nr*ihiae r a/C>H .re*
nw.iitli, us mtuar bow reach d s.bte-l. dal noie
_ tbey cou dr»ie from |2 to Ds s moaCb Kr»t*
|I.SOU>tS.WaBuDthlinow p*ld for I<>«<>| ^ rJjfn or (boi> o
naaertliSoMUwItwuotilyUOO. Thon»\mis aroyet en: i. o
Upro* oni.lBcmsrs sndboamr and (louitcn'r I*. 'VATHST'
so liaxDB tUUXSseenrsd and LINU OAS^« . Sum d. Mi
V-d *!>»n;td Insoy cutualm •uronifui. "nut buVSi:;
ILL'S, 11 snlp'XS monthly prper,ror aolrtisr*. a et*. « je.,
Bemnisfrcs. Book of eomplsts U. S. Penrlon Uw*, M r!« . » I
ab ok of 0. 8. Land Urn. M etv— poetaj* frea. Suplcy ••
AtlomaT,raa!dhigll WASBniOTOIt.rrbocaa (traper«<ia I*--
tej.ivnwyenrbiiala— BtfortlksPipMwmif- Adtreaaiw.iu
Sarsaparilla
In urWuowtcilired tune the t*««ir amt most I
rdlulile pr«>|iHnttl(in now prejmred for
LIVER COMPLAINT
DYSPEPSIA,
And far Purifying the 31o:i
This luvpnrntlon is compounded with
fit ut cure, from the iH*st selerted
Honduras Sarsaparilla, Y’ellow
DtK-k, Stillingia, Dandelion,
Wild Cherry, and other.
Valuable Remedies.
Prepnred only by
w. JouysroJ co.
( !h mists A Druggists,
161 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.
. j sy>U» by «;i Dr j^rbts.
ISTOTICE I I I
Great Bargains will be given at the
CHEAP CASH STORE
OF
E. J. HiARiH-UsT G-T03ST
for the next 30 days in
READY 3VEADE CLOTHING
Hats and Caps, Boots and Shoes,
DRY GOODS, GROCERIES, SALT,
Lime, Lath, Land Plaster, Shingles, &c.
Call and see our nice line of LADIES’ DRESS GOODS.
E. J. HARRINGTON.
P. S. Corn, Oats, Butter, Eggs and Potatoes taken in ex-
change for goods.
CHAS. SCHMIDT, AUG. P. SCHMIDT.
Of all kinds and sizes.
Inscriptions cut in both the
Engish & Dutch Languages.
Dealer in all kinds of Ameri-
can and Foreign Marble
and Granite.
SCOTT’S HOTEL.
rpHIS In a new Honm;, added to the old Rev.
1. Smith's residence, on the corner of
NINTH AND FISH STREETS,
is newly fitted np and famished, and Its location
is the most convenient to both the rail road depots.
It is now ready to receive guests, both
STEADY | TRANSIENT.
We solicit a share of the public patronage, Bud
will, endeavor to treat our guest* In such a manner
as to merit their approval.
If . J. SCOTl,
Holland, Oct. 25, '77. 87-lf Proprietor.
1 RIDLEY HALL
A HOME SCHOOL.
E. BAUDER, A. 3/.. Principal,
Assisted by Mrs. BAUDER and DAUGHTERS,
with other Exiwrlenced Teachers.
Now open— Pupils admitted al any tikis. Course
of Instruction embraces English, Mathematics.
Ancient and modern Language* and Ornamental
Branches.
For catalogue or admiaalon, apply to the Princi-
pal at Fenton, Gemisib Co.. Mich..
14 It
Chas. Schmidt «£ liro.,
71 CANAL STREET,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
BOOKBINDING! K
The undersigned wishes to Infohn his old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinity that being ai
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrange-
ments with Mr. D. R. Mecngs, at Holland, at whose
store, on River street, all Job work for binding can
be left. I have purchased a new and complete line
of tools and slock and will furnish first-class work
A. CLOETINGH.
Muskegon. Sept. 3 1875.
BANKING.
BANKERS,
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
given the Telegraphic Despatches of the week
m all parts of tne Union. This feature alone
Whfttmay bo Done?
Stone may be gnl out and hauled into
heaps where it may be wanted for sale or
for use. A well may be dug in the barn
yard. Posts and rails may be got out in
the rough, hauled to a convenient spot,
and piled up to dry. Slabs from a saw-
mill make excellent fence posts, and can
usually be purchased very cheaply,, and
these may be drawn home. Springs m»y
be cleaned out and walled up. Rocks
tnuy be undermined and toppled ioto Ittrge
boles and buried. To a willing worker,
there never comes a time wljen there is
nothing to be done; and much may be
done now to prepare for the bisfer peifotl
which will soon be ? f , .
Good shelter for atock is absolute ecort*
omy ; with warmth there must be an am-
ple supply of pure, fresh air. The timo
may come when we shall find coal cheaper
than the extra food needed to siistain
vital heat under extreme cold, and use
fire heat for our animals. At present we
must keep our stables as warm and dry as
«re can; but pure air, with severe cold end
plenty of food, is preferable to warm, im-
pure stables, with food saved.
— *wsw
Pruning of currants, gooseberries,
grape vines, omitted in the fall, may be
done now on mild days.
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
The circula'iou of ihii« popular newspaper has
more than trebled during the past year. It con
tains all the leading news contained iu Ike Daily
herald, and is arranged io handy 'departments.
The
FOREIGN NEWS
embraces special dispatches from all quarters of
the globe, together with niibiussed, faithful and
graphic plcures of the great War in Europe. Un-
der the bead of
AMERICAN NEWS
art
from
makes
THE WEEKLY HERALD
the most valuable newspaper in the world, as It Is
the cheapest.
Every week la given a faithful report of
POLITICAL NEWS,
embracing complete and comprehensive dispatches
from Washington, ioc utiing full reports ot the
apcecuee of emiuont politician* on the questions
on the h-iur.
THE FARM DEPARTMENT
of the Weekly Herald give* the latest as well as the
most practical suggestion* and discoveries relating
to the duties of the farmer, hints for raising Cattle.
Poultry, Grains, Trees, Vegetables, Ac.. Ac., with
suggestions for keeping buildings and farming
teiiMls in repair. Thl* i# snoolemented bV a well
Do a general Banking, Exchange, and Collec-
tion business. Collections made on all points In
the United States and Europe, Particular atten-
tion paid to the collections of Banks and Banker*.
R. tniftances made on the day of payment. All
bustnes* intrusted to us shall have prompt atten
lion. Interest allowed on time dcsosit*, subject
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought ami
sold. Tickets to and from alt points in Europe
sold at our office.
N. KENYON.
48- tf _ J. VAN PUTTEN,
USTEW
Hardware Store
Cor. Eighth and Fish Streets,
nPTTrRTKTT^r
Planing Mill.
In re building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,
0/' the Most Approved Patterns;
And we arc confident we can satisfy all wheo want
Planing, Matching,
Or Re-Sawing Done*
WE HAVE A STEAM
IDRjlT KXXjIT
AND TUR DRYING OF LUMPER
WEj SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Ur anything in our line, manufactured on short
notite.
H. W. VERBEEK A Co.
A Hew Arrival
Of all kinds of
WINTER GOODS,
And a fine lot of
BOYS’ CLOTHING
Is offered very cheap at
J. W. B0SMAN,
MERCHANT TAILOR.
ALunmNnss.
Hats & Caps In Great Variety.
- o -
Give us a call and see our
Goods.
J. W. BOSMAN.
Holland, May 26, 1876. 42-1 y
CLABK ft GOODRICH, Proprietors.
Having rented th# machine sh
by Wm. H. Doming, of
op and power, owm
thl* place, we are
prepared to repair all kinds of
upp y !
edited depnrtinent, widely copied, under the head
u cnM pair,
i
of _
The andtmigned has opened a hardware store Jn
the old standof G. J. Ilaverlutc, where he will
keep coivStaDtly on hand a complete stock of Gen-
eral Hardware, Stoves, Glass, Nalls, Farming Ira-
plement*. Carpenter’s Tools and everything else
belonging to our line of business.
Tinware very Neatly and
Promptly Repaired.
Call and see and give us a share
of your Patronage.
THE HOME,
giving recipe# for practical dishes, hints for mak-
ing clnitliUK and for keeping np with the latest
fashions at the lowest price. Leiteis Irom our
Paris and Londqn correspondents on the wry
latest Aiblmis. The Horae JtaDartmepf oMhe
Weekly Herald Will savethh LOpsewiTo mor« than
one hundred time* the price of the paper,
! : Nf - ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
There Is a page devoted to all the latest phases
of the buelnos# morions, Urope, Merchandise, Ac..
Ac. A valuable feature Is round in the spicially
reported priMS and conditions of • ,
 [ THE PRODUCE MARKET, l
While all the news Irom the lost fire to the Dis-
covery of Stanley arc tp be found in the Weekly
Herald, due htientton is given to
SPURTING NEWS ' ' *
at home and abroad, together with a Story every
week, a Sermon by some eminent divine. Literary,
Musical, Dramatic, Personal ana Sea Notes.
There Is no paper in the world which contains so
much news matter every week as tho Weekly Herald,
which is *eut, postage free, for One Uollar. You
may subscribe at any time.
the neW TURK HERALD
In a weakly form, _
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
Papers publishing this prospect* without being
authorised wilt not necessarily rtflslve an ex-change. -
Address, } .
NEW YORK HERALD,
Broadway 4 Ann 3 1., Hew York.
A large assortmemt •/ Parlor
Stoves.
J. VANDEUVKEN.
Holland, Sept.
FOR SALE/
Mm], Sktioiiu; aid Fortatli Spa
Settingup New Machinery,
SHAFTING, ETC.,
Xalriig Kev Work, 5a? Artois, Shiliig,
I>‘CriiX-E"5rS, ETC,
MEAT MARKET
— Iisr THE —
PIEST WAED.
The undersigned announces to the Public thai
they have finished their new Meat-Market, and are
now ready to supply their customers with all kinds
of Meat* Htid Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction to
all those who wish to favor them with part of theli
trade.
The stand is one door west of G. J. Havcikatc A
Son’s Hardware Store. I
, W. BUTKAU,
J. VAN ZOEUEN.
Holland. July 14. 1876. _ ^ ; •
TUG FOR SALE.
T AM authorized to ‘ell theStcam Tng “Gem’
1 on favoraWe terms. Inquire of
Holland.
MANLY D HOWARD.
- Holland. Mich’
Mr. Cla.k having had feorteen years of exper
iencc In setting up and repairing Engines. Boilers,
patting in Steam heating apparatus, Pipe-bnlldln;
for steam, i as and water, wc will try and give *oi-
Irfaction to all that give ns a call.
CLARK A GOODRICK.
Holland, Mich., May 17. 1877. 15-ly
MOOS : BOV LOST, BHW
Just published, anew edition ef
fWtm. SB. CULvIBWILL'S CELZBBATBB IB-jysjsiy CAY "D the rm/fcof Cwrsiwltheot med-
e/mmmP Icine) of Spermatorrhtta or hemfcud
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, lapo-
tincy, Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impedi-
ments to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epil-
epsy and Fits induced by self-indulgence or sexual
exHavn^ancCjn eDTe|0pe Cint#.
The celebrated author, In this admirable Essay,
clearly demonstiatcs, from a thirty years’ sficcess
ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse may be radically cured without the dan-
gerous use of internal medicine or the application
of the knife, pointing out a mode of cure at once
simple, certain and effectual, bv means of which
every suffercr.no matter what his condition roav
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately and rorft-
emy.
This Lecture should be In the hand* of
every youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or tv*
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,
Tb CTOWELL VEDIUl CO.,
il Ann 8t., N«w York; Post Office Box. 4686.
1877. FALL AND WINTER. 1877.
llteiS
effing describedE  Lota In
at the (bile
the Olt] of
Bowing prices.
eacu: uot’l’l shook o. udi o, diock ii, oouiu west
Addition $19 each. Lor* 1,2, 3, 1*6 A 6 In Block
», 8*. organized plat pear the A. L. 8. depot at
above will be void for a small paymeat down. A's*
Uie following Lot* T, 10. It, W, 18, *nd M, in Block
E, Lota *, 4, B and » la Block H/ Wle MbcfcN *in
be sold on 1od$ credit and small payUetata down
Apply 4o,
M DiHOWABD.
Ail one of either sox. In any part of th#
U • « * coan-ry who is willing te work steadily
at the employment that we furnish. $H6 per week
tn your own town. You need not be away from
home over night You can give your who e lime
to the work, *r only your spare moments, wo
have agents who are making over $*0 ncr day.
All who engage at once can mske money fast. At
the presen* time money cannot be made so easily
and rapidly at any other business. It ccts noth
tng to try he business, - Term and $6 ontflt free.
Address at once, H. Hallktt A Co., Portland,Maine. ' 83-ly
Millinery 1 Fancy Dry Goods,
', Afi4h1arg* stock of
LADIES’ FINISHING GOODS,
!,!• f X . f- Hoods, Cloaks,
Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods, German-
town Canvass, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lace Collars, Dress Silks
and Cloaking.
L. & S. YM DEN BEBGE,
EIGHTH STREET HOXjEAND, MICH
